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Parts of speech 




parts of speech





1nouns



Sami , Damascu , woman , book , paper , army , beauty… 

2pronouns



we , me , him , us , min , yours , who , that , themselves… 

3adjectives



Arabic , my , happy , two, many , this . whose , every … 
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4verbs



drink , speak , waked , stopped , ran , is , can , may … 

5adverbs



now , yesterday , here , well , quickly , very , always…. 

6prepositions



in , on , to , at , about , under , between , in front of …. 

7conjunctions



and , or , but , it , so , because , though , however…. 

8interjections



Hello! Oh! Ah! Alas! Bravo! Goodbye!…. 
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1Nouns
1proper nouns



capital letter

Fadi , Homs , Lebanon , July , Friday … 
2common nouns


man , child  , teacher , eat , book , river , city , day…. 
3material nouns


–


Iron , snow , water , wood , air , sand , bread …. 
4collective nouns



crowd    , army   , flock   , fleet   … 

5abstract nouns

–
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Wisdom   , pleasure   , laughter   , joy 
 …. 

concrete nouns



countable uncountable 

nouns
1countable nouns


a , an

manyfew
man : a man , many men , few men. 
three: a three , many three , few three. 

2uncountable nouns


muchlittle


gold , paper , beauty , health 


she has much gold and little beauty. 
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The boy threw as tone at the dog. (countable) 


This wall is made of stone.  (uncountable) 
 


(ideas , opinions ,truths …) 


I met three johns at the browns yesterday. 




The plural
1s


boy : boys , act : cats , book : books , day : days , three : 
threes… 

2szxchsh
es

bus   : busses 
buzz   : buzzes 
box   : boxes 
church   : churches  
brush   : brushes 
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3o
es

hero   : heroes 
potato   : potatoes 
negro   : negroes  

ós


dynamo   : dynamos 
kilo   : kilos 
piano   : pianos 

óo
s

radio   : radios 
studio   : studios  

4y
yies

army  : : armies  
lady   : ladies 
story   : stories 

óy
s

boy   : boys  
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day   : days 
key   : keys  

óys


Mary : Marrys 
Harry : Harrys 

5ffe
ves

leaf   : leaves 
loaf   : loaves 
sheaf   : sheaves  
shelf   : shelves 
thief   : thieves 
calf   : calves 
self   : selves 
wolf   : wolves 
half   : halves 
life   : lives 
wife   : wives 
knife   : knives 

ófs
fves
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staff   : staffs , staves 
hoof   : hoofs , hooves 
wharf   : wharfs . wharves 
scarf   : scarfs , scarves 

óffes


chief   : chiefs 
hoof :   roofs  
hoof   : hoofs 
gulf   : gulfs  
dwarf   : dwarfs 
proof   : proofs 
grief   : griefs 
cliff   : cliffs  
safe   : safes 

  



man   : men 
child   ; children 
foot   : feet 
woman   : women 
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tooth   : teeth 
ox   : oxen  
mouse   : mice 
goose   : geese 
louse   : lice  

7
Deer   , sheep   , swine   ,  

ófish
fishes)

8
clergy   
people   
gentry   
police   
Public   
mankind   
poultry   
cattle   
vermin   

ó
people

The peoples  of Europe eat much potato. 
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9





radius  :  radii 
locus  : loci 
stratum  : strata  
axis  : axes 
medium  : media 
larva  : larvae 
bacterium  : bacteria 
bacillus  : bacilli 


thesis  : theses 
criterion  : criteria 
basis  : bases 
analysis  : analyses 
oasis  : oases 
crisis  : crises 
hypothesis  : hypotheses 
phonpmenon  : phenomena 
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bureau  : bureaux , bureaus   
tableau  : tableaux , tableaus   
bandit  : banditti . bandits   
libretto  :  libretti , libretto   

ó
index : indices     , indexses   ,  
genias : genii  , geniuses :  , formula : 
 , forulae :  , medium : mediums :
, media :   

10



armchair  : armchairs 
horseman  : horsemen 
housewife  : housewives 

ó


handful  : handfuls 
drawback  : drawbacks 
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breakdown  :  breakdowns  
 ó


boy scat  : boy scats 
boy friend  : boy friends 
girl friend  : girl friends 
ticket collector  : ticket collectors 

ó
man servant  : men servants  
woman servant  : women servants 
lord-justice  : lords-justices 

ó



passer-by  : passers-by 
court-martial  courts-martial 
governor-general  : governors-general 
father-in-law  : fathers-inn-law 
commander-in-chief  : commanders-in-chief 
justice-of-the-peace  : justices-of-the-peace  

ó
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Passer-bys , governor-generals  , father-in-laws… 
11


dozen  : two dozen 
score  : three score 
gross 12 : five gross 
head  : ten head 
hundred  : six hundred 
thousand  : seven thousand 
million  : four million 

ó
dozen of eggs , scores of boys , hundred of people ,  

12



trousers   
pants   
pyjamas    


Pincers   
pliers   
scissors   
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tongs   
spectacles   
bellows  …. 


mumps :   
measles :   


billiards :  
dominos :  


Contents :   
dregs :  
sweepings :  
surroundings  
ashes :  
Soap-suds :  

13


news :  
innings :  
gallows :  
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óics


ethics :  
mathematics :   
physics :  
phonetics :  
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Gander –  






1hehim


man , boy  , father , brather , uncle , nephew , price , 
king ….. 

2sheher


woman , girl , mother , sister , aunt , niece , princess , 
queen …. 

3it
Pen , table , book , door , window , city , day , week , 
year …. 

4


baby , child , doctor , judge , cousin , artist , teacher…. 


 ó
1 
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spinster :  bachelor :  
girl :  boy :  
sister :  brother :  
cow  :   bull :  
hen :  cock :   
filly :  colt :  
bitch :  dog :  
mother :  father :  
vixen :  fox :  
goose :  gander :  
mare :  horse :  
wife :  husband :  
queen :  king :  
lady :  lord :  
woman :  man :  
nun :  monk :  
niece :   nephew :   
Ewe :  raw :  
madam :  sir :  
daughter :  son :  
aunt   uncle :   
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witch :  wizard :  
2…ess


actress :   actor :  
authoress :  autho :   
countes :  count :  
duchess :  duke :  
empress :  empero  :  
goddess :   god :  
heiress :  heir :  
hostess :   host :   
lioness :   lion :  
mistress :  master :  
poetess :  poet :   
Princess :  prince :  
tigeress :   tiger :  
waitress :  waiter :  

3
girl friend :  boy friend : 

 
hen sparrow :  cock :  
grand mother : grand father :  
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she-bear :   he-bear :  
she-wolf :  he wolf :  
land lady : 
 

landlord :  

peahen :  peacock :  
she-cat :  tom-cat :  

ó
bridegroom :    bride :  
widower :   widow :  

ó


belle :    beau :   
czarina :  czar :  
donna :  don :  
executrix :   executor :   
heroine :   hero :   
prosecutrix :   prosecutor :   
signora :   signor :   
sultana   sultan :  
testatrix :  testator :   
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Cases of Noun 

the nominative case
µsubject

The boy broke the window. 
 

µsubjective complement


The man is may father. 


µapposition
My brother , Samir , is trying to repair his radio. 


the objective case
1the accusative case
µdirect object

The boy broke the window. 


µobjective complement
They made her their representative. 


µ
Put your cup on the table. 
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µapposition

I saw your brother , Kamal , in the restaurant. 
 

µ adverbial accusative
He came yesterday. 


I am going home. 


2the dative case
µindirect object


tofor


He sent some money to his parents. 


She bought some clothes for her daughter. 





He sent his parents some money. 
 

She bought her daughter some clothes. 
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µapposition

He sent his brother Kamal , some money. 
the genitive case

1
's

Shakespear's plays :  
The girl's dress :  

ós
'

Moses' laws :   
ós

s
For goodness' sake! :  

'
ses

The girl's dresses :  
The boy's books :   

µs's


The men's room :  
The children's stories :  
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«


The Women's Society :  
The cat's tail :  


The Beayty's queen :  


A ston's throw :  
A week's a bsence :  


The sun's rays :  
The wind's whistle :  
The ship's crew :  
The pin's head :  
The journey's end :  

ó


She bought her coat at Maher's (shop). 


 He is going to his aunt's (house). 
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2of



The leg of the table :  
The roof of the house :  


The clubs of the rich :  
The needs of the poor :  


A play of shaw's :  
A friend of Hani's :  

ó
He read a book of shakespeare's. 


He read a book of shakespeare. 


ó
I saw a portrait of picasso's. 


I saw a portrait of Picasso. 



2pronouns
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1 personal pronouns
2 in definite pronouns 
3 possessive pronouns 
4 reflexive pronouns 
5 emphasizing pronouns 
6 demon strative  pronouns 
7 interrogative pronouns 
8 relative pronouns 


1personal pronouns





nominative pronouns


µI

I must reduce my weight. 


 
µwe

We are going to Paris next week. 
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µyou

You can decide where to go. 


µhe
He met her in Paris. 


µshe
She can speak three languages. 


µit
Take this pen, it is yours. 

µthey
They know all about you. 


objective pronouns



µme

She gave me her address. 


µus
Let us speak frankly. 
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µyou

She saw you dancing with her friend. 


µhim
I know him since he was a child. 


µher
Tell her that I am ready. 


 µit
If you read this book you will enjoy it. 


µthem

You must invite them to your party. 



1he , him

He is my dog , be careful of him. 


2she , her
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That is my cat , she is feeding her babies. 


3it 
 ó

Who is it? It is the milk man. 


ó


It is necessary to tell the truth. 


ó
It is my brother who told me that. 



ó

It is hot today. 


It is ten kilometers to his factory. 


 It is ten as five, 


ó
They were all speaking together , it was terrible. 
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ó
The baby is crying , it must be hungry. 


4one


You are first one in my list. 


One must do one's best. 


óhisone's
One must do his best.    

óone
Look at those cars , I'll buy the red one. 


óones
Look at those cars , I like the red ones. 
 

5so
Will Kamal pass his examination? I think so. 


ó

Will Kamal pass his examination? 
I am afraid  not. 
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Will Kamal pass his examination? 
I don't think so. 


ó
say , think , hope , belive , suppose , expect , hear , tell , 
imagine , fear… 
 







me I  
you you  
him he  


her she  
it it  


us we  
you you  
them they  


2indefinite pronouns
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all , each , both , some , -thing , -body , -one , mush , none 
, (a) few , (a) little K less , any (-thing , -body  , -one) , 
other , another , enough , either , neither , no (-thing , -
body , -one) , every (-thing , -body , -one). 


She was crying: "All is lost" 


Each has done his work. 


He lives with his brother, they are both engineers. 


He may do anything for money. 


He was holding a sword in one hand and a pistol in the 
other. 



3possessive pronouns
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This house is 
mine. 

This is may 
house. 

This house is 
yours. 

This is your 
house. 

This house is his. This is his house. 
This house is hers. This is her house. 
This house is its. This is its house. 
This house is ours. This is our 

house. 
This house is 
yours. 

This is your 
house. 

This house is 
theirs. 

This is their 
house. 


ó


He is a friend of mine. 


ó


My best wishes to you and yours ( = your family) , from 
meand minee (= my family) , yours sincerely (= truly) , 
faithfully ….. 
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4reflexive pronouns


-self-selves




  
 myself ourselves 
 yourself yourselves 


himself 
herself 
itself 

themselves 


She hurt herself  in the garden. 


They blamed themselves for their absence. 
 

ó
They blamed each other for their absence. 
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ó


She was angry with herself. 


ó


She took the baby with her. 


She shat the door behind her. 


ó


She thought that they recognized her sister but not 
herself. 


My wife and myself were invited to the party. 



5emphasizing pronouns




I saw him climb the tower (myself). 
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ó


ó
by

She dos the work by herself. 


ó
Shakespeare himself never wrote a play like this. 



6demonstrative pronouns




   
this , that , these , those , such , the former , the latter . 


This is exactly what I want. 


That was may opinion. 


These are your books. 


Those were our neighbors. 
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Such is life. 


Sami and Rami are friends , the former is tall and the 
letter is short. 




µthey  

They say she will marry a millionaire. 


µone
One should never be lazy. 


 ó


This is the best car. (demonstrative pronoun) 


This car is better than that one. (demonstrative 
adjective) 



7interrogative pronouns
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µwho? 


Who is making this noise? 


µwhom



Whom did see in the party? 

To whom did you pay the money? 


ó
Whom did you pay the money to? 

µwhat


What are you waiting for? 


 ówho? , whom?
what?


Who broke the window? 
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What broke the window? 

Whom did you see? 


What did you see? 


ówhat?


What is he? He is a doctor. 


What is he like? He is a tall man. 


ówhat… for?


What did you do that for? 


? µwhich


That is my brother – which is he? 
–

Which do you prefer tea or coffee? 
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ó
what?

What do you prefer?  
 

µwhose?


Whose is that car? 


ó
There's Mr. what's – his – name? 

The two cars alike , I can't tell which is which? 

The two brothers are alike , I can't tell who is who? 


He is aclever fellow , he knows what is what? 



8relative pronouns





µwho
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The man who spoke with you is my brother. 


µwhom


He is a man whom I can trust. 


That is the man to whom I gave the money. 


ó
That is the man to whom I gave the money to. 

µwhich
She told us the news which she had heard. 
 

He brought the book about which he had spoken. 


 ówhich
The teem which is dressed in green is our teem. 


ó

She is very nervous , which makes people a void her. 


µthat
whom

which
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He is a man that I can trust. 


She told us the news that she had heard. 
 

óthat
whomwhich


ó


He is a man I can trust. 
That is the man I gave the money to. 
She told us the news she had heard. 
He brought the book he had spoken about. 

µwhatthe thing which



Tell me what you want to know. 


ó-ever


You can meet him whoever you are. 


Take whichever you like. 
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She can get whatever she wants. 


ó



that

Her brother , who lives in Aleppo , will get married next 
month. 


 ó 


that
Her brother who lives in Aleppo will get married next 
month. 
Her brother that lives in Aleppo will get married next 
month. 


ó 
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3adjectives


1 proper adjectives
2 possessives adjectives 
3 deseriptive  adjectives 
4 quantitative adjectives 
5 numeral adjectives 
6 demonstrative adjectives 
7 interrogative adjectives 
8 distributive adjectives 


1proper adj.


capital letter

Kurdish language :  
Arabic language :  
English grammar :  
Elizabethan age :   

2possessive adjectives:  
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my house   
your house   
his house  
her house   
its house  
our house   
your house  
their house  


óthe


She was hurt in the leg. 


He took me by the hand. 


óown


I shall write with my own pen , it is better than yours. 


óown


He did his work / He did his own work. 
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3descriptive adjectives




a long street :  
a black bird :  
a beautiful girl :  
an old house :  

ó


the
the rich :  
the old :  
the blind :  
the poor :  
the sick :  
the dead :  


ó

The English :  
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The French :  
The Danish :  
The Irish :  

ó
The Arabs :  
The Indians :  
The Italians :  
The Americans :  

óthe



the good :  
the beautiful :  
the better :  
the bad :  
the true :  
the worse :  

ó
a stone wall :  
a leather belt :  
a gold watch :  
rubber gloves :  
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a cotton frock :  
ósuffixes


-y , -ly , -less , -en , -ous , -able , -some , -ic , -ed , -like , -
al , -an , -cal , -ish… 




adjective noun 
stormy storm 
friendly friend 

careless care 
wooden wood 

dangerous danger 
honourable honour  
troublesome trouble 
atomic atom 
talented talent 
childlike child 

education education 
republican republic 
historical history 
selfish self 
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ó


She told an amusing story. 



She was amusing the children. 



He found a broken bottle. 



He has broken the bottle. 



óopposite adjectives

prefixes



un happy happy 
inaccurate accurate 
impossible possible 
Illegal legal 
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dishonest honest 

óopposite adjectives

-ful-less



helpless helpful 
hopeless hopeful 
useless useful 


4quantitative adjectives




some , little , half , any , whole , much , all , enough , 
sufficient … 


Do you like some coffee? 

There is little sugar in the tea? 
 
I shall come after half an hour. 


She hasn't any friend. 
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He told her the whole story. 


She has much trouble. 


You can eat all the pie. 


I haven't enough time for this. 


There is sufficient food for them. 


5numeral adjectives






firstone
secondtwo
thirdthree
fourthfour
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2345 : two thousand three hundred and forty – five. 
µ

31st March , 1995 : the thirty - first of March , nineteen 
ninety – five. 

µ
o

1230456 : one two three O four five six. 
µ

Henry III : Henry the Third :  
George VI : George the Sixth :  

µ
óadditionthe plus sign +

5 + 6 = 11 : five and six are eleven , or : five plus six 
makes eleven. 

 ó subtractionthe 
minus sign -

10 – 4 = 6 : four from ten leaves six , or : ten minus four 
is six. 

ómultiplicationÎthe multiplication 
sign

6 X 8 = 48 : multiply six by eight : six times eight is forty 
– eight. 

ódivisionthe division sign
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15  5 = 3 : divide fifteen by five : five into fifteen goes 
three. 





many , all , few , some , several , enough , no , any , … 


There are many boys in the playground. 


All her friends were in the party. 


Say us few words as possible. 


Can you give me some books? 


There were several men in the street. 


There are enough seats for every one. 


No children were permitted to the party. 


Are there any letters for me? 
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ómuchlittle
manyfew



6demonstrative adjectives




this , that , these , those , such , the same , the other … 


I don't want this apple , give me that one. 


These chairs are more comfortable than those. 


She doesn’t like to read such books. 


He tells the some joke in every party. 


Eat the first apple then take the other one. 





any , one , certain , such , some other , another …. 


Any man wouldn't do that. 
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You will know the truth one day. 


She asked of certain books about cooking. 
 

Be careful not to do such a mistake in the future. 


She will know the news from some other person. 


I must bring another one. 


 óthe
a , an


She asked for the red dress. 



7interrogative adjectives




what? , which? , whose? 
What programmes do you prefer? 

Which car is yours? 
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Whose house is this? 


8distributive adjectives

each , every , 
both , either , neither …. 

He gave each student a book. 


Every one must do his best. 


Both the men were engineers. 


I can give you either pen. 


Neither woman came. 


ü eachevery





some
I want some sugar. 
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I bought some books. 


I want some book to read. 


any
She hasn't any friends. 


Take any book you like. 


someany

Did you have some trouble? 



Did you have any trouble? 


muchmanymuch

many



He hasn't much money. 


She hasn't many friends. 
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muchany


a lot of , lost of , plenty of …. 
littlefewlittle

muchfew
many

He has little money. 


She has few friends. 


a littlea few
a little

a few



He has a little money. 


She has a few friends. 

  





1
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The book on the table is mine. 
 

2
the members present :  
the present members :   

3


a river 500 km long and 200 m wide : 500
200  

a building 10 storeys high : 10  
a man 80 years old :  

4
She is a woman clever , beautiful and rich. 
 

5
He is a man greedy for money. 


6
the man Theatre Royal :  
the court martial :  

7
something , some one , somebody , anything , any one , 
anybody , nothing , no one , nobody …. 
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I'll tell you something very important. 


Have you met anybody new? 


8enough
You have enough time. 


You have time enough to do that. 


9
He is kind. 


She became rich. 


10
Sweet was the song of the birds. 



comparison of adjectives


1equality

Sami is as tall as Maher. 
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2comparative
Sami is taller than his brother. 


3superlative
Kamal is the tallest of his brothers. 


µ
1-er-est

stress
-er ley-ow

old , older , oldest :  
polite , politer , politest :  

-erclever , cleverer , cleverest 
:

-le simple , simpler , 
simplest :

 -yhappy , happier , 
happiest

-ownarrow , narrower , 
narrowest

2more
moststress
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hopeful , more hopeful , most hopeful : 
 
difficult , more difficult , most difficult :   

 ü



Big , bigger , biggest  
sad , sadder , saddest 
thin , thinner , thinnest 

-yconsonant
yiy


happy , happier , happiest  
gay , gayer , gayest 

ü
shy , shyer , shyest  

-e
fine , finer , finest 
large , larger , largest  


irregular comparisons
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good better best 
bad worse worst 
much , 
many 

more most 

little less least 
late later , latter latest , last 
far farther , 

further 
farthest , 
furthest  

old older , elder oldest , eldest 
fore former foremost , 

first 
up upper uppermost 
near nearer nearest , next 
in inner innermost , 

inmost 
out outer outermost , 

outmost 



most


What you have said is most interesting. 


less
fewer
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He eats less food and smokes fewer cigarettes now. 



latter

fewer
I met Kamal and Maher , the former is fat and the latter 
is thin. 


farther
further


I can't walk any farther. 


I'll give you further details later. 


olderoldest


She is older than her friend. 


This is the oldest building in the city. 


üeldereldest


He is three years elder than his sister. 
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Her eldest son is ten years old. 


üelders


You should respect your elders. 


nearest
next

Where is the nearest pharmacy? 

Where is the next station? 






Perfect , full , empty , square , round , circular , triangular 
, wooden , monthly , daily…. 

perfectfull


This is a more perfect plan then one. 


My cup is fuller than yours. 
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4Verbs

µ



Ordinary Verbs 

µ
1 transitive verbs


break  , eat , drink , see , hear , open , close , raise , make , 
throw… 

2intransitive verbs


walk , sleep , sit , stand , cry , fall , rise , laugh , move , 
die , run…. 

û


The headmaster rings the bell. (transitive) 


The bell rings. (intransitive) 


The driver stopped the car. (transitive) 
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My watch stopped yesterday. (intransitive) 


 µ
present tense
past tense
future tense
µ

  simple tense
  continuous tense 
prefect tense
perfect continuous tense
µunreal 

pastconditional sentences
 


the present tense

the simple tense
µ
1

She sleeps at 8 o'clock. 
 

2
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He always sings in the bath. 


3
The earth moves round the sun. 


4
History repeats itself. 


5
believe 

 
care 

 
desire  feel  
forget  hate 

 
hear  know  
love 

 
mean  

see  seem  
smell  suppose  
taste  understand  
want  wish  

 
ü
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I suppose he has gone home. 


She knows what happened. 


We understand what you are saying. 


They believe him to be honest. 



the present continuous
óto beam , is , are

ing


I am reading :  
we are walking :   
you are asking :  
you are waiting :  
he is eating :  
they are playing :  

µ
1

He is eating now. 
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2
go , come , have , leave , return , fall , fly , run , travel …. 


ü

I am going to Aleppo tomorrow. 


He is coming home soon. 


She is leaving her house after a month. 


We are returning from London next week. 
 

They are travelling to Europe on Friday. 



the present prefect
óto havehave , has



I have read :  
we have walked :   
you have asked :  
you have waited :  
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he has eaten :  
they have played :   

µ
1

He has closed the window. 


2
sincefor

She hasn't seen him since last year. 


They have left Syria for ten years. 


ü


They left Syria for ten years. 


ûago


I went to Damascus two days ago. 


3
I have seen this man before. 
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ü


I saw this man yesterday. 


4
She has written three letters this morning. 


5

just , now , still , today , never , ever , already , not yet , 
lately , recently , this morning (week , month….) 
I have just arrived. 


û


the present perfect continuous
óto 

havehave been-ing
I have been reading , you have been reading , he has been 
reading …. 

µ
1
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She has been teaching this class for three years. 



2

wait , live , read , work , teach , sleep , watch , stay , learn 
, study … 

ü
I have been waiting you for half an hour. 


He has been living here for six years. 


she has been sleeping for ten hours. 


They have been working since last week. 


3
all

all this morning , all this week … 
û

 knock


I have been knocking on the door for ten minutes. 
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the past tenses
the simple past
ó
1

He visited New York five years ago. 


ü
ago , yesterday , last night , last week … 

2


He played football when he was young. 


3
I went to the cinema last night. 



4

If I were you I should do my best. 


I wish I had a garden like yours. 


It's (high) time you went. 
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the past continuous
óto bewas , were
-ing


I was reading :  
we were walking :   
you were asking :  
you were waiting : 
he was eating :  
they were playing :  

µ
1

I was working all day yesterday. 


2
He was driving fast when the accident happened. 


ühappened
the past perfect
óto havehad
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I had read :  
we had walked :   
you had asked :  
you had waited :  
he had eaten :  
they had played : 

µ
1

He had written five letters before she answered him. 


She had learned English before she travelled to 
England. 


üansweredtravelled


2
At 8 o'clock last night I had finished my work. 


the past perfect continuous
óto behad been

-ing
I had been reading , you had been reading , he had been 
reading …. 
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µ


She had been talking for half an hour before she 
stopped. 



the future tenses

the simple future
óshall , will


I shall read :  
we shall walk :  
you will ask :  
you will wait :   
he will eat :  
they will play :  

µ


I shall see you tomorrow. 


She will be twenty on Thursday. 
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(the future continues) 
óbeshall be , will
ing


I shall be sleeping : 
  

you will be flying : 
  

he will be going : 
  

we shall be leaving : 
   

you will be waiting : 
  

they will be sitting : 
  

µ
1


I shall be waiting for you At 9 o'clock. 


2
She will be sleeping all day tomorrow. 
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the future perfect
óto haveshall 

havewill have
I shall have slept :   
you will have finished :  
he will have gone :  
we shall have left :   
you will have worked :  
they will have studied :  

µ
1


by … o'clock    , in a year or so 

  , by the time  …. 
I shall have left the office at 10 o'clock. 


He will have going by the time you arrived. 


In a year or so they will have forgotten al about you. 


2
When he goes home , he will have worked 8 hours. 
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û


when , until , as soon as , before , after , now that , the 
moment that , by the time that… 

ü
the future perfect continuous
óto have
shall havewill havebeen-ing


On the first September I shall have been working here 
for 20 years. 




the unreal past


I wish ….   , as if …   if only…. 
  , suppose …   , I'd rather…   , it's (high) 

time…   
µ
1


I wish I knew his name. (now) 
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She speaks as if she were a radio. 


If only you visited him. 


Suppose (that) he came before us. 


I'd rather (that) you told him. 


It's (high) time we left the party. 


ûto be
were

I wish I were him. 


2


He would have helped you if he had  heard about your 
trouble. 


He wished he had never known him. 



the conditional sentences
µ
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1possible or probable



If he gets up early , he will finish his work. 


2improbable




If he got up early , he would finish his work. 



3impossible


If he had got early , he would have finished his work. 
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Auxiliary and special verbs

µ


1not
 
He is here. He is not here. 


üdo

He went home. He did not go home. 


2 
She can go. Can she go? 


üdo


She speaks English. Does she speak English? 


3 

It is a fine day, isn't it? 


 ü do 
You like music, don’t you? 
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4

-Can you speak English? 
-yes I can.   –no I can't. 




üdo 
-I think he works well.     yes he does. 


5


 She will come tomorrow, and when she does you may 
see her. 


6 
I do enjoy good music. 


7
 

She is always angry. 


ü  
She always helps poor people. 
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8s


 
he is, has, does, will, may, can, must, ought to, need, dare, 
used to. 

has   does 
 have  do   

üsneeddare


 
 

1
Auxiliary verbs 

µ


åBE
óam, is, are, was, were, being, 

been
µ
Å

 
She is writing a letter.  
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Ç


The window was found broken. 


É


µ 
I think, therefore I am. 


µ 
She has been in this country before. 


µ 
He was there in time. 


µ
He has been to London twice.  


Ñ



 

She is very pretty. 
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Ö
µ 

We are to meet tomorrow. 


µ 
You are to go home at once. 


µ

What is to be done? 


çHAVE
óhave, has, had, having
µ
Å

 
She has written two letters today. 

– 
The work had been finished before I arrived. 

–
ünot 

She has not written any letter today. 
ü 

Has she written any letter today? 
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Ç

 
Had you came early, you would have met her. 


µhad rather , had better
to

I had rather walk than go by bus. 
 

You had better give up smoking. 


ünot


É
µ 

He has many friends. 
 

µ
I have my breakfast at 8 o'clock. 


µ 

I had a letter today. 
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µ 
We had a good time yesterday. 


µ
He has a cold. 


µ
talk , walk , look , swim … 

We had a talk for three hours. 


û
ü

do 
He does not have any friend. 
Did you have any letter today? 

ü 
We are having a good time. 

ühave got
He has got many friends. 
I had got a letter today. 

 
He hasn't got any friend. 
Have you got any letter today? 
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Ñto
 

I have to go now. 
 

You have to study if you want to succeed. 


ü
 

I have not to go now. / I don't have to go now. 
Have you to go now? / Do you have to go now? 

Ö
to


I have two letters to write. 


ü  
I have to write two letters. 


Ü

 
I had my car cleaned. 


ü

I cleaned my car. 
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¤
üdo

 
Did you have your car cleaned? 
I didn't have my car cleaned. 
I am having my car cleaned now. 

ügothave 
I have my car cleaned. 
I got a man to clean my car. 

ühave
to 

I have a man clean my car. 
ühave 

The haves and the have - nots. 
éDO
ódo, does, did, doing, done
µ
Å 

She does not arrive in time. 


He did not see her. 
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üdo
not

I know nobody here. 


Ç 
Do you like fruit? 
 
Did you understand this question? 


É
 

I like swimming, so does my brother. 
 

- Do you help your friends?  -yes, I do. 
 

Ñ


You like music, don't you? 

You don't like modern music, do you? 


ü
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Ö
She does look well. 


üdo
Ü


 

Don't make so mush noise! 


ü
 

Do come and see us soon. 
 

Do stop that noise! 


á
seldom , rarely ….

not only … but , only when ….
 

Seldom does she try to please him. 
 

Not only does he speak English, but he speaks two other 
languages. 
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à
 

He does his work well. 
 

I shall do my best (to help you) 


üdo 
He does not do his work well. 
Does he do his work well? 


èSHAll - WILL
óshould , would
µ
Åshall

will
I shall (go)                  we shall (go) 
You will (go)              you will (go) 
He, she, it will (go)     they will (go)  

Çshall
µ

It shall be done as you wish. 


µ
You shall be dismissed if you don't finish it today. 
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µ 

He shall pay you the money. 


Éwill
µ 

I will give you the money tomorrow. 


µ 
Will you have some tea? 
 
Will you telephone me tomorrow? 


µ 

Shut the door, will you? 


Ñshallshould
µshall 

I told him that I should see him the next day. 


µ 
If I studied I should succeed. 
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µ 
You should go at once. 


µ 
He should come tomorrow. 


Öwillwould
µwill 

He told me that he would see me the next day. 



µ

If you studied you would succeed. 


µ
Would you lend me your pen? 


µwould better , would rather
 

 
You would better go now. 
 

I would rather go to the seaside. 
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2 

Special verbs 
åMAY
ómight
µ
Å

Write down his name, so that you may remember it. 


ümight 
She came so that she might see you. 


Ç 
May God help you! 


É 
- May I come in? 
- Yes, you may. 

 


ümight


- Might I come in, please? 
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- Yes, you may. 
Ñ 

This news may be true. 


ümight 
This news might be true. 


ücan
may 

Can this news be true? 

This news can not be true. 


ümay

 
This news may not be true. 


Ö 

You may not smoke here. 



çCAN
ócould
µ
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Å
He can speak English well. 


Can you swim? 
 
Can I help you? 
 

ü
May I help you? 


¤
to be able

I shall be able to do the work.   
 

I have been able to do the work.   
 

I hope to be able to do the work.   


Çcanmay
Can I take this book? 
 

¤allowpermit
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I have been allowed to go. 


É 
Can he still be alive after that? 


Ñ 
I can hear/ see you from here. 


Öcould youwould you

 
Could you show me the way, please? 


éMUST
ó
µ
Å 

I must work hard to succeed. 


Ç
You must pay the money tomorrow. 


ü

You are not obliged to pay the maney tomorrow. 
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ühave tomust
 

You have to pay the money tomorrow. 




É 

You must stay here. 


ü 
You must not (mustn't) stay here. 


ü 

You need not (needn't) stay here. 
 

You are not obliged to stay here. 


Ñ 
He must find life difficult.  


ücan not
He can not find life difficult. 
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ü 
He must have found life difficult. 


¤must
 

Warm clothes are a must in the mountains.  



è OUGHT


to


Å  

You ought to be at home now. 
 

You ought to obey your parents. 


û 
1- You have to meet the headmaster. 

 
2- You must meet the headmaster. 

 
3- You ought to meet the headmaster. 
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Ç
He ought to arrive by ten o'clock. 


É

You ought to fetch the doctor. 


üought to have


I ought to have written that letter yesterday. 


ü
shallwill

You ought to visit her next week. 


üshouldought to
ought to

 
êNEED
µ
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Å


do


He need / does not need a new suit. 
 

Do you need any help? 


û
to
have to

do
Do I need to answer him? 
No, you don't need to ….. / Yes, you have to ….. 

Ç


µ
µs
µnot


µto
µ
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You needn't answer that question. 


Need you go so soon? 


ümust,have to, ought to, should
ümust notneed 

not 
You must not drive fast. 


You need not drive fast. 


ü

never , hardly , scarcely ,……


I hardly need say how much I enjoy the holiday.  


üneedless
Needless to say how mush …..  

ü 
I needn't have gone (but I did to) 


I didn't need to go (so I didn't go) 


üneed
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There is no need to do that. 
  

A friend in need is a friend indeed. 


üneedy9
They always help needy families. 


ëDARE
µ

Å


do

to


They dared him to climb up the ladder. 


µto
He didn't dare to say a word. 


Ç

µ 
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µ s 
µ not

 
µ to 
µ 

Dare you speak to her? 


ûdaresay
 

I daresay she will come and see us. 
  

You are right, I daresay. 


üdare
He did that only for a dare. 



{USED (TO)
ó
µ

 
She used to smoke 40 cigarettes a day. 
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ü 
She smokes 40 cigarettes a day. 


û
ünot 

You used need not to make that mistake. 


ü 
Used you to make such mistakes? 


üdo


üuse
He used to use his time well. 


üused


 
I used to walk every day. 
 

He is used to hard work. 
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ütoto
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 5Adverbs
µ
 uadverbs of time 
vadverbs of place
wadverbs of manner
xadverbs of frequency
yadverbs of degree
zinterrogative adverbs
{relative adverbs
|adverbs of affirmation and 

negation

uadverbs of time
µ
Åadverbs of definite time
ó


yesterday , today , tonight , tomorrow , now , then… 

ó
He came yesterday , and I came today. 


I am tired tonight , but I shall meet you tomorrow. 
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I am busy now, I'll finish at 8 o'clock , and you may call 
me then. 

 

 Çadverbs of indefinite time
ó


soon , before , since , ago , presently , early , 
immediately , afterwards…. 

ó
He will come soon. 
 
I think that you have met him before. 

We are expecting him since last week. 


He left the city ten years ago. 

He is presently writing a book. 
 
I came immediately after your call. 
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vadverbs of place
µ

above , abroad , across , along , around , away , back , 
below , down , in , on , here , there , out , through , under , 
up…. 

 ó
The clouds above began to get thicker. 

 
He lived abroad for many years. 


This river is 100 metres across. 
100

He looked around but could see nobody. 


Open the bag and put the money in. 


The wind has thrown him out. 


¤


The plane was flying above the clouds. 
 

We swam across the river. 
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They sat around the table. 


Keep the money in your bag. 


He went out the door. 


wadverbs of manner 
µ

well , badly , slowly , anyhow , somehow , carefully , 
easily , quickly , simply , suddenly , wrongly , fast…. 

 ó 
She is working well. 

 
He is playing badly.  


Don't walk so slowly. 


Her clothes were thrown down anyhow. 


You must finish that somehow. 

Hold the cup carefully. 

 
She can easily manage. 
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We are learning quickly. 

 
They are living simply. 


He suddenly fell ill. 

 
You have pronounced the word wrongly.  

 
He drives very fast. 



xadverbs of frequency 
µ


generally,  always,  often,  seldom,  frequently,  
sometimes,  never,  occasionally,  rarely,  hard,  
hardly…. 

ó
He is generally successful, and always does his work 
well. 

 
She often buys books, but seldom reads any of them. 
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She is frequently angry, and sometimes calm, but she 
never smiles. 

 
They occasionally go to mountains, but rarely to the 
sea. 


He works hard, but hardly succeed. 



yadverbs of degree 
 µ

very , nearly , quite , too , almost , much , little , about , 
only , extremely , partly , perfectly, utterly…. 

ó
The weather is very bad , and the clouds are nearly , 
covering the sky. 


Are you quite sure? 


He was going too fast , and almost ran into a tree. 


She talks much and works little. 


We walked about three hours and reached only half of 
way. 
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I'm extremely sorry , but what you say is partly true. 


These colours match perfectly. 


She is utterly wrong. 


 zinterrogative adverbs 
 µ
when?


When did you arrive? 


where?


Where do you live?  


how?



How did you do that? 


why?
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Why did you do that? 



{relative adverbs
µ


when

She forgot every thing when she saw him. 


where
This is the factory where I work. 


how
I want to know how did you do that. 


why
I want to know why did you do that. 



|affirmation and negation 
µ(yes , no , perhaps , not , probably , certainly , 

possibly , never)
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ó
-Do you know my brother? –Yes. 

 
-Is your father here? –No. 


-Will he come? –Perhaps not. 


-Will you come tomorrow? –probably. 

 
-Will you help me? –Certainly I will. 


-Will you come with us tomorrow? –possibly. 

 
Will you do what she wants from you? –never. 





Å-ly


She is a quick worker. (adj.) 
 

She works quickly. (adv.) 


He gave a brief answer. (adj.) 
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He answered briefly. (adv.) 


¤-ly


óyyi

They are noisy children. (adj.) 


They play noisily. (adv.) 


They live a happy life. (adj.) 


They live happily (adv.) 


óll
He gave a full explanation. (adj.) 


He explained it fully. (adv.) 


Ç-ly


brotherly :   -fatherly :  
lively :   - manly :  
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ó
in a brotherly manner :  
in fatherly love :  
in a lively way :  
in manly behaviour :  

É


That is a fast train. (adj.) 
 

It goes very fast. (adv.) 


He has gone to the Far East. (adj.) 


We didn't walk very far. (adv.) 


He spoke in a low voice. (adj.) 


He spoke low but clear. (adv.) 


ólowly
He lives a lowly life. 
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Ñ
-ly

There is a bright moon tonight. (adj.) 


The moon shines bright / brightly. (adv.) 


The goods were very cheap. (adj.) 


I bought them cheap / cheaply. (adv.) 


ó
I went by a direct route. (adj.) 

 
The goods will be sent direct to you. (adv.) 


I shall return directly. (adv.) 

 
That is a very high building. (adj.) 


The birds are flying high. (adv.) 


He was highly praised for his work. (adv.) 


He is not a very near relation. (adj.) 
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The time is drawing near for my visit. (adv.) 


I nearly missed my train. (adv.) 


Ö-ly

(day , week , month , year): 
ó

He comes daily / weekly / monthly / yearly…. 





 Å


He is coming tomorrow. 


óyet



He hasn't finished yet. 


Aren't you ready yet? 
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óstill
to be


She still dislikes him! 


She is still in bed! 


 ójust


They have just left. 


Ç
He looked everywhere.  


ó
She saw somebody downstairs. 


ó


He walked quickly out… 


É
He works hard. 
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ó


She speaks English well. 


ó


He was looking suspiciously at him.  
He was looking at him suspiciously. 


 
ó


He looked suspiciously at everyone in the room. 


ó


He secretly decided to leave the town. 


ó
He decided to leave the town secretly. 
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ó
1. She foolishly answered the question. 
2. She answered the question foolishly. 

 
 


1.You know well that I can't drive. 
2.You know that I can't drive well. 

 
 

 Ñ
They sometimes come to visit us. 


óbe

She is always angry. 


ó
You have continually been told not to do that. 


óto have


You never have to remind me. 
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Ö


He played well here yesterday. 

 
Ü


He knows her quite well. 
 

It was too cold to swim. 
 

I am extremely sorry. 


It is really hot today. 


á



(never , seldom , scarcely , hardly , ever , neither ……) 

ó
I have never met such a person. 
Never have I met such a person. 


He had hardly left when they arrived. 
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Hardly had he left when they arrived. 
  

- I can't swim – Neither can I. 
–


Åfairlyrather


µfairly


good , well , nice , clever, rich…

µrather


bad , badly , ugly , stupid , poor…..
 ó

Sami is fairly clever , but Maher is rather stupid. 


He is fairly rich , but she is rather poor. 


ó
fast , slow , thin , thick , hot , cold….

rather


1. This soup is fairly hot. 
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2. This soup is rather hot. 



 Çmuchvery


I like it very much. Thank you very much. 


óverymuch


I don't much like that. / I don't like that much. 


Étoo


She is coming to the party , won't you come , too? 



very

This box is too big (to carry). 


That house is too expensive (to buy). 


 Ñhardlybarelyscarcely
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hardlyany , ever , at all , can


He has hardly any money. 


She hardly ever goes out. 


I am hardly at all interested. 


I can hardly see the boat. 


óhardly
hard

I can hardly wait to hear the news. 


It was raining hard all the day. 


barely
enoughsufficient

He had barely enough to eat. 


She was barely sixteen. 


scarcelybarely
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There were barely ten people. 


There were scarcely ten people. 


 Ö neverever
never

I never saw him after that. 


ever


- Have you ever been to Paris? -No , never. 


Üalready


I have already explained this. 


Have you written that letter already? 

I've seen that film already and don't want to see it again. 


áago



He was here a few minutes ago. 
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They come three hours ago. 


àbut 


He is but a child. 


There is but one chance left. 


We can but try. 


óall but


He was all but killed. 
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6prepositions







u 

She travelled by train. 


v
He came after me. 


w 
They lived in Damascus. 


x 
She works for her living. 


y 
He was angry at her delay. 


¤
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µ


me , you , him , her , it , us , you , them. 
µ

about, above, across, after, against, along, among, around, 
at, before, behind, bellow, beneath, beside, between, but, 
by, concerning, down, during, except, for, from, in, into, 
like, near, of, off, on, over, past, regarding, round, since, 
through, till, to, towards, under, until, up, with, within, 
without……  

ó
apart from , away from, down to, far from, inside of, 
instead of, next to, out of, up to,………  

ó
in company with, in contrast with, in front of, in order to, 
so as to, with regard to … 

ó
at the back of, at the beginning of ,at the bottom of, at the 
end of, at the front of, at the side of, at the time of, at the 
top of, for the sake of, in the middle of, in the midst of… 

µ


Put the book on the table. (preposition) 


Put on your coat. (adverb) 
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Kamal is in the garden. (preposition) 


He opened the door and let them in. (adverb) 


µ



óon

tablebookon the table


óon
put

 dress


He is very ill , we must call in a doctor. 


She will find out all his secrets. 


Take off your coat , it is warm today. 


Her parents were looking after her baby. 


He couldn't get over his difficulties. 
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I am trying to give up smoking. 



1about
Å

They put a fence about their house. 


Ç
She will stay there about a month. 


É
They were talking about the weather. 


Ñ
She is about to leave. 


2after
Å

He was running after the boy. 


Ç
I'll see you after dinner. 
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É

He behaves after his morals. 


Ñ
She left angry after what he had said to her. 


3at
Å

I saw him at 9 o'clock. 


Ç
He was sitting at the table. 


É
He is at work now. 


Ñ
She pointed at him. 


Ö
He estimated the crowd at about 1000 persons. 
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Ü
She was surprised at his words. 


p
He lives at a small village. 


q
She is good at games. 


r
I bought five books at 50 pounds each. 


4by
Å

He entered the house by the window. 


Ç
You must be at home by ten. 


É
They came by train. 


Ñ
Come and sit by me. 
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Ö

She drinks tea sip by sip. 


Ü
She was reading s play written by Shakespeare. 


p
His room is 5 by 6 metres. 

5Î6
Divide 20 by 5. 


5for
Å

I did that for your sake. 


Ç
He went for business. 


É
They are longing for a picnic. 


Ñ
He was punished for stealing. 
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Ö

I can wait you for an hour. 


Ü
She bought her dress for five thousand pounds. 


p

I'll give you my pen for yours. 


6from
Å

They moved from their house last week. 


Ç
She buys her clothes from Italy. 


É
She was crying from fear. 


Ñ
I can't know her from her sister. 
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7in
Å

I'll meet you in the morning. 


Ç
She lives in Damascus. 


É
He is engaged in reading. 


Ñ

She was dressed in red. 


Ö
The letter was written in pencil. 


Ü
She is in a good health, but in a bad mood. 


p
He is in the army now. 


8into
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Å
I put the book into the cupboard. 


Ç

He is always getting into troubles. 


É
Translate this passage into English. 


9of
Å

She is of good origin. 


Ç
He couldn't get rid of his cold. 


É
The leg of the chair is broken. 


Ñ

He is a man of courage. 


Ö
He was telling her stories of his adventures. 
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Ü

She is afraid of cats. 


p
Her dress is made of silk. 


q
Give me one of your books. 


r
The boat was full of people. 


10on
Å

The book on the table. 


Ç
I'll come on Monday. 


É
She did that on purpose. 
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Ñ
The house is on fire. 


Ö
We talked on many subjects. 


Ü
Their house is on the river. 


p
He livers on writing. 


11to
Å

He went to London yesterday. 


Ç
He is going from bad to worse. 


É
Let us get to work. 


Ñ
We stayed from seven to ten. 
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Ö

She sent some flowers to her sister. 


Ü
Add five to ten. 


12with
Å

She went for a walk with him. 


Ç
I am not with you on this point. 


É
I can't compare him with her. 


Ñ
That man with dark hair is may brother. 


Ö
She was looking at him with anger. 
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Ü
The flowers were wet with dew. 


p

She was writing with a fountain pen. 


q
He was swimming with the current. 



uaboveover

1. The bird is above the man. 


2. The man is over the fence. 



above

belowoverunder
vininto

 A man is diving into the sea, the other is in it. 
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intoout of

in
wtoat

He goes to school every day. He is at school now. 


to
fromat


xbetweenamong

The dog is between the man and the cat. 


between
among


ysincefor

since
I have not seen him since Monday. 


for
I have not seen him for three days. 
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u

She was afraid from the dog.   
She was afraid of  the dog.   


He came with the train.   
He came by train.   


Our house consists from the three rooms.   
Our house consists of three rooms.   


He was cured from his illness.   
He was cured of his illness.   


She wanted to get rid from him.   
She wanted to get rid of him.   


He is good in mathematics.   
He is good at mathematics.   


She is jealous from her sister.   
She is jealous of her sister.   
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They have left to Damascus.   
They have left for Damascus.   


He lives from his brother's money.   
He lives on his brother's money.   


 He plays with our team.   
He plays for our team.   
 

The teacher was pleased from her.   
The teacher was pleased with her.   


She sat on the table.   
She sat at the table.   


He took his brother from his hand.   
He took his brother by the hand.   


She was tired from him.   
She was tired of him.   
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Translate this sentence to Arabic.   
Translate this sentence into Arabic.   


Write your answers with ink.    
Write your answers in ink.    


The cup is full with tea.   
The cup is full of tea.   


I am sure from his honesty.   
I am sure of his honesty.   


v
Please answer to my question.   
Please answer my question.   


We entered into the classroom.   
We entered the classroom.   


I have finished from my work.   
I have finished my work.   
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He reached to the school early.    
He reached the school early.    


w
Who is knocking the door?   
Who is knocking at the door?   

Please remind me his name.   
Please remind me of his name.   


He can always reply her inquiries.   
He can always reply to her inquiries.   


She was waiting her son anxiously.   
She was waiting for her son anxiously.   






He was accused of stealing. 


I am not accustomed to hot weather. 
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She is afraid of dogs. 


They agree with him. 


He is angry with her. 


The matter was apparent to him. 


He will argue with them. 


They will arrive at the village. 


He was ashamed of his conduct. 


I am astonished at the matter. 


They believe in God. 


He is careful of his health. 


May I comment on this?  

She always complains of the heat. 
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The team is composed of ten players. 


The week consists of seven days. 


The mountains are covered with snow. 


He was cured of his illness. 


She depends on herself. 


My book is different from yours. 


She was dressed in black. 


I am engaged in reading. 


She is engaged to her cousin. 


He failed in history. 


They feed on rice. 


It is full of oil. 


He is good at mathematics. 
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He is incapable of running. 


She always insists on her opinion. 


He is interested in music. 


She is jealous of her sister. 


She is married to a rich man. 


They are pleased with you. 


I prefer tea to coffee. 


She is proud of her husband. 


Are you satisfied with your marks? 

My book is not similar to his. 
  

I am sure of his honesty. 


Are you tired of reading? 
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7(Conjunctions)


µ


µ

and , or , but , for . yet….
µ

either…or , neither…nor , both…and , not only… but 
(also)….

µ
however , otherwise , nevertheless , notwithstanding…




u

 
v

 

u
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And , both…and , moreover , not only … but (also) , 
neither…nor , further , further more , besides , then , as 
well , as well as , no less than , together with .

ó
When he saw her , he started to shout and sing. 


She is studying both English and French. 


The price is high more over the house is not suitable. 


She is not only a beautiful woman but (also) a rich one. 


Neither she nor her sister were in the party. 


The car was new , furthermore , it was cheap. 


I don't want to go , besides I am tired. 


You must buy new clothes , like wise , you need a hair 
cut. 


Meet her first , then take your decision. 
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He wants to buy the house and the furniture as well. 


She is kind as well as beautiful. 


She , not less than you , is responsible for that. 


The manager , together with his assistant , is going to 
Cairo next week. 





Åand
û}{

She threw the ring in his face and left the room. 


û
We waited and waited for hours and hours. 


û

Laugh , and the world. Laughs with you. 


û}come , go , try{
}{
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Come and have tea with us. 


}and{


û
}the{}a , an {

She was the life and soul of the party. 


û


He bought a coat and a necktie.  


Ç
}as well as , no less than , together with{








or , either… or , or (else) , other wise 

ó
Say some thing or leave me alone. 
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This will cost you 25 or 26 pounds. 
2526 

I want to see either your father or you mother. 


Do what I tell you ore (else) don't ask for my advise. 


You must stay silent , otherwise I'll leave the room. 





Å}or{

Ç}neither…nor{







but  , but that , but then , only , yet , how ever , still , 
nevertheless , none the less , though , where as , while , 
(but) on the other hand , although , even though , (but) in 
contrast , not with standing , in spite of , despite. 

ó
They invited her to the party , but she didn't come. 
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There is no doubt but that he is guilty. 


He can't hear well but then what do you expect from an 
old man? 


She wants to sleep , only she can't. 


His story was strange yet true. 


It is raining hard , however I should go. 


She is quarrelsome, still we like her. 


What you said was true , but nevertheless un – kind. 


I'll buy this picture though I don't understand it. 


She wants a car , where as he would rather buy a house. 


He likes to read , while she prefers social activities. 


He is a hard working man , (but) on the other hand not 
very clever. 
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You say that he'll fail , (but) in contrast I know he will 
succeed. 

  
 
They must do that notwithstanding/ in spite of any 
objection. 





Å}but{}{
} 

{
He may do anything but that. 
 

Ç}only{


She is the only girl in the office. (adj.) 


There are only two rooms in his house. (adv.) 


É}yet{
}{


Keep still and fasten your eyes on me. (adj.) 
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So , for , therefore , consequently , accordingly , on that 
account , for that reason , hence , thus. 

ó
She had a headache , so she went to bed. 


He doesn’t go out at night , for he is a fraid of thieves. 


I didn't see her , therefore I can't give any opinion. 


The rain was heavy , consequently we stayed at home. 


His work was excellent , accordingly he may gain the first 
prize. 


She will not help him , on that account he must do the 
work alone. 


She is always angry , for that reason no one likes to visit 
her. 


He was born on Friday , hence he was named ((Friday)). 
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There has been no rain , thus the crops are likely to suffer. 




û
Å}so{}{
}so{}{


You must write it like so. (adv.) 


Ç}for{}{
}so{}{


She made all that for you. (prep.) 





as , for , or (rather) , namely , that is (to say) , i.e , viz. , 
for instance , for example , say , let us say. 

ó
We must hurry as the plane will take of at ten. 
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They like to visit him , for he is a hospitable man. 


He came late last night , or (rather) early this morning. 


There is one person who should go, namely you. 


She likes animals, that is (to say)/ i.e./ viz. cats and dogs. 


He is fond of modern poetry, for instance / for example, 
Eliot's poems. 


His farm is not far, (let us) say, 20 kilometers or so. 
20 

 
û
Å}for{}for{

 
Ç}or{}or{
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v 






noun clause

adjective clause adverb 
clause

1noun clause


subject
What you do , seems very dangerous. 


––direct object
I don't understand what you want to say. 


prepositional object
They were talking about what she had done. 


apposition
The news that she had married astonished him. 
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2adjective clause 


who , whom , whose , which , what. 
 







William Shakespeare , who wrote Hamlet , died in 1616. 
1616

Her brother , whom we meet in Damascus , arrived 
yesterday.  





Our neighbours , whose house was damaged , will move 
tomorrow . 


The car , about which you told me , was bought 
yesterday. 
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The man who is standing at the corner , is may brother. 


Her brother (whom) we met in Damascus , arrived 
yesterday. 





The house whose front is blue , was sold yesterday. 


The book (which) I bought is about the plastic arts. 



û 






3adverb clause



where , wherever  
I'll meet you where we met yesterday. 


She will go wherever you go. 
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when , while , after , before , until , since , as soon as , as 


I'll see you when I finish my work. 


She learned three languages while she was in Europe. 


I'll meet you after/ before dinner. 


We shall wait for you until ten o'clock. 


He hasn't met her since they were in the university. 
–

He got married as soon as he left university. 


She stopped still as she saw him. 






as , as if , as though ,
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she will make it as you like it. 


She looks as if she had seen a ghost. 


He behaves as though he were better than you. 






because , (that) , since , as , seeing that , now that. 


He left the house because they were shouting. 


I am glad (that) you have succeeded. 


Since /as/ seeing that/ now that you are not coming I shall 
not come. 


û
}because{





so that , in order that , lest , for fear that. 
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}may , might , shall , should{


She came so that she might see you. 


He traveled in order that he live better. 


He obeys her lest / for fear that she should leave him. 
 


}so that{





They were speaking loudly , so that I couldn't sleep. 






if , unless (= if not) , whether , supposing that , provided 

that , on condition that , as long as. 


I shall come if I have time. 


They will go for a walk unless /if not it rains. 
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I shall go whether you come with me or not. 


Supposing that it rains , what shall we do? 

I'll go provided that /on condition that you go too. 


You can take it as long as you promise me to return it 
back. 






though , although , not with standing , whatever , 
wherever , whenever , however () , 
whether...or not , no matter whether…or not , even 
though , even if . 


He didn't succeed though /although/ not with standing he 
worked hard. 


They will agree you whatever you say. 


You will be welcomed whenever you have time. 
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I'd like to see you whenever you have time. 


He is going to swim however cold it is. 


û 
}however{




She will go no matter whether you agree or not. 


Try this piece even though /even if you don't like pastry. 





Such as , than () , so as () , as …as . 


She is as clever as beautiful. 


He is not so foolish as he seems to be. 
 

She is not such a rich woman as you think. 


I'd rather stay at home than come to this restaurant. 
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8(interjections) 
 








µ Oh! 
µ Ah! 
µ Hello! 
µ Hey! 
µ Alas! 

û

Oh!ho!


o



O Julius Caesar , thou art mighty yet. 
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ó


Kamal , I want to speak to you. 





óo



O that I had done what he told me. 


ó


µTuttut!
 

µpshaw! 

ó


exclamation


µ
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Å
Good Lord! , Good Hevens! , Goodness me! , My 
Goodness! , For Goodness sake , Dear me! Oh dear! 
Gracious! 

Ç
Bravo! , Splendid! , Hooray! , Hurry! , Hurrah! , Well 
done!  

É
Welcome! , Farewell! , Good bye!  

Ñ
Fancy that!  

Ö
Dash! , Blast! , Damn! 

Ü
Shame!            
Silence!        
Non sence!                     
Stop                     
Just my luck!       
Say:                 

ó
What a fool he is!  


What an awful noise! 
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What lovely weather! 


How nice of you to come and see me! 


How heavy it is! 


 

û
ó

How heavy is it?                                                                     
 

ó


Here she comes!                
There goes the train!                 
Here comes Sami!                            
  

There he is!                                                
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Direct and Reported speech


1   direct speech     





2  reported speech   indirect 

speech         
           



µ        


 

          


He said: ‘I shall see you in Damscus’. 


He said to his children: ‘Run quickly’. 


He said to me: ‘Do you know my brother?’ 
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ó 
He said that he would see me in Damscus. 


He ordered his children to run quickly. 


He asked me if (whether) I know his brother. 





1
µ

            


Rami says: ‘The point is quite clear’. 


She will say: ‘They don’t care. 


ó
Rami says that the point is quite clear. 


She will say: that they don’t care. 
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ó          
          


The teacher said: ‘The sun is 150 million kilometres from 
the earth’. 

150
She said: ‘I get up at seven o’clock every morning’. 


He said: ‘My brother always drinks a cup of milk at 
breakfast’. 


ó

The teacher said that the sun is 150 million kilometers 
from the earth.  

150
She said that she gets up at seven o’clock every morning. 


He said that his brother always drinks a cup of milk at 
breakfast. 



µ 
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present simple
ópast simple 

He said: ‘I go to the mountains every Friday’. 


ó
He said (that) he went to the mountains every Friday. 



present continuous
ópast continuous 

He said: ‘ I am reading an English novel’. 


ó
He said (that) he was reading an English novel. 



present perfect
ópast perfect 

She said: ‘I have finished my work’. 


ó
She said (that) she had finished her work. 
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present perfect continuous
ó      past perfect 

continuous 
They said: ‘ We have been studying all day’. 


ó

They said (that) they had been studying all day. 



past simple
ópast perfect 

He said: ‘I wrote a letter to my father’. 


ó
He said (that) he had written a letter to his father. 



past continuous
ó      past perfect 

continuous 
He said: ‘I was sleeping when they came’. 


ó
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He said (that) he had been sleeping when they had come. 



 past perfect
ópast perfect 

She said: ‘I had written three letters before he came’. 


ó
She said (that) she had written three letters before he had 
come. 


 

future
ófuture in the past 

He said: ‘I shall beat him easily’. 


ó
He said (that) he would beat him easily. 



special and auxiliary verbs
ó 
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wasam , is 

Wereare
diddo

Should , wouldShall
would , shouldwill

hadhave / has
Couldcan
Mightmay
had tomust


ó

She said: ‘I can walk, but I must hire a taxi’. 


ó
She said (that) she could walk, but she had to hire a taxi. 



2
ó 
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thereHere 

thennow
That daytoday

the next dayTomorrow
the day beforeyesterday

the night beforelast night
beforea go

ó
He said: ‘ I want to finish the matter here and now’. 


He said: ‘ I am busy today and tomorrow’. 


She said: ‘I saw him yesterday’. 


 

ó
He said (that) he was busy that day and the next day. 


He said that he wanted to finish the matter there and then. 
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She said that she had seen him the day before. 


3
ó 
 



That this 

thosethese


ó

He said to her: ‘These are my friends, and this is my 
brother’. 


ó

He said to her that those were his friends, and that was his 
brother. 



4
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ó


 




he / she I 

him / herme
his / hermy
his / hersmine

Theywe / you
Themus / you
theirour / your
theirsours / yours

 
ó

She said: ‘My house is larger than yours’. 


ó
She said that her house was larger than theirs. 
.
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µ

         
statement       order or request  

question
1  statement   


He said: ‘I went to this town with my father a year ago’. 


µ          


Åsaid


ÇIhe
Éwenthad gone
Ñthisthat
Ömyhis
Üagobefore

ó

He said that he had gone to that town with his father a 
year before. 
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2order or request



Å

order , ask , command , tell , request , ask kindly , beg. 
Ç      


É       


Ñplease

ó

He said to his sister: ‘ close the window, please’. 


ó
He asked his sister to close the window. 
 

 
3   question      


Å
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ask , enquire , wonder ….. 
Ç

who , whom , which , what …. 
        if  whether


ó  


É

ó

She said to him: “will you help me?”. 


He said to her: “What did your brother say?”. 


ó
She asked him if (whether) he would help her. 


He asked her what her brother had said. 

 
 
û  yes  no     
agreerefuse


The girl (to her parents): Can I go to the party?  
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The mother: Yes, you can. 
The father: No, you can’t. 





ó
µThe girl asked her parents if she could go to the party 
and her mother agreed, but her father refused. 

µ
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Active and Passive voice


 active voice       


The boy opened the Window. 


µ          



 passive voice     

          


The Window was opened (by the boy). 


µ           



 

ó          
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µ

Å


they , people . every body , every one , somebody , some 
one , no body , no one , any body , any one ….. 

ó
They plant cotton in Syria. 


Somebody has broken the window. 


ó  



Cotton is planted in Syria. 


The window has been broken. 


 
Ç


They awarded Beckett the Noble prize literature in 1969.  

1969
They executed Marie Antoinette in 1793.  
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1793
ó         




Beckett was awarded the Noble prize in literature in 1969. 
1969

Marie Antoinette was executed in 1793. 
1793 

É   



You must catch the thief at once. 


ó

The thief must be caught at once. 
 

Ñ          


The allies defeated Germany in 1945.  
1945

ó
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Germany was defeated in 1945. 
1945


Ösay , think , feel , believe , know

 


They say that he is going to leave the country. 


People thought that he is a millionaire.  


Every body felt that he is going to do some thing. 


Every one believes that he will become an ambassador.  
 

ó
It is said that he is going to leave the country. 


It was thought that he is a millionaire. 

It was felt that he is going to do something. 


It is believed that he will become an ambassador.  
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It is not known that she is a widow. 


Ü     suppose     


They suppose (that) you are coming tomorrow. 


ó
You are supposed to come tomorrow. 

 



            




u 


Every one laughed at his opinion. 


ólaughat
 at


His opinion was laughed at by every one. 
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v 

give , tell , show , sell , teach , award …. 


          
          


 

ó
They must give us more information about the accident. 



More information about the accident must be given to us. 

 
û

We must be given more information about the accident. 
 

 


 
Her brother  found   the ring in the bath room      
yesterday.  
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µ
Åthe ring

 






meI 

youyou
himhe 

hershe
itit
uswe

youyou
themthey

 
Ç to be        

     was  
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perfect 


continuous 


simple 



tense 
time 

have been 
have been 
has been

am 
being 

are 
being 

is being 

am    
are 
is 

present 




had been 
had been

was being 
were being 

was 
were 

Past 


will have 
been 

shall have 
been

will be 
being 

shall be 
being 

will be 
shall be 

future 


 
Éfound

Ñ

in the bath room
yesterday
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Ö      by   
          

Her brother 


smoke
paintwithby

The room was filled with smoke. 


The wall was covered with paint. 
 


 ó 


uthe ring

The ring …..  
vwas

The ring was….. 
wfound

The ring was found….. 
xin the bath room 

yesterday
The ring was found in the bath room yesterday…. 
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y    her brother     
 by 


The ring was found in the bath room yesterday (by her 
brother). 

 
 
µ


Å


Her brother…... 

Ç         to be
was

found
Her brother found……  

É 
Her brother found the ring…… 

Ñ
 in the bath room   yesterday   


Her brother found the ring in the bath room yesterday. 
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µ       
         

speak     person singularthird
 



passive voice 
 

active voice 
 

tense 
 

time 


is spoken 
is being spoken 
has been spoken 

speak 
is speaking 
has spoken 

simple 
continuous 

perfect 
Present 

was spoken 
was being spoken 
had been spoken 

spoke 
was speaking 
had spoken 

simple 
continuous 
perfect 

Past 

will be spoken 
will be being spoken 
will have been spoken 

will speak 
will be speaking 
will have spoken 

simple 
continuous 
perfect 

 
future 
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Spelling and Dictation 
ó


µe


move   : movable 
hope   : hoped , hoping 
close   : closed , closing 
write   : writer , writing  
love   : lover , loving , lovable 
dispose   : disposal , disposition  

óe
use  : useful , useless  
hope  : hopeful , hopeless 
care  : careful , careless 
hate   : hateful 
move   : movement 
extreme   : extremely  
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óeeg


place   : placement 
notice   : noticeable 
manage   : manageable , management 
change   : changeable , changeover  

óe
judge   : judgement , judgment  
acknowledge   : acknowledgement , 
acknowledgment 

óe
dye   :dyeing 
Shoe   : shoeing 
hoe   : hoeing 
eye  : eyeing 
singe   : singeing 
tinge   : tingeing 
 

óe
awe  : awful   
due  : duly   
true  : truly   
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whole  : wholly   
wise  : wisdom   
argue  : argument   

µyy
ies

lily  : lilies 
lady  : ladies 
baby  : babies 
story  : stories 
copy  : copies 
country  : countries  

óy
toy   : toys 
day   : days  
guy   : guys  
boy  : boys  
key   : keys 
monkey   : monkeys  

ós
he , she , it

ed
cry   : cries, cried  
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carry   : carries, carried  
marry   : marries, married  
play   : plays , played  
enjoy   : enjoys , enjoyed  
destroy   : destroys , destroyed  

ósuffix
yi

happy   : happiness   
study   : studious   

óy


shy   : shyer , shyest , shyly   
sly   : slyer , slyest , slyly 

ódry
dry   : drier , driest , drily or dryly  

óy
y

say   : saying , said  
pay   : paying , paid 
lay   : laying , laid  

óying
destroy   : destroying  
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study   : studying  
carry   : carrying 

óiey
ing

die   : dying  
lie   : lying 
tie   : tying 

µ-i-ip-ap
suffix

travel   : travelled , travelling 
worship   : worshipped , worshipped 
kidnap   : kidnapped , kidnapping 

ó
 

travel : traveled , traveling 
worship : worshiped , worshiping 
kidnap : kidnaped , kidnaping 

 ó-cck
suffix

Picnic   :picnicked , picnicking   
panic   : panicked , panicking 
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µconsonant



big   : bigger 
hot   : hotter  
thin   : thinner 
sit   : sitting  
cut   : cutting  
run   : running 
beg   : begged 
stop   : stopped 
skip   : skipped 

ó
accent

prefer   : preferred 
omit   : omitted  
occur   : occurring 
begin   : beginning  
refer   : referring 
forbid   : forbidden 

óaccent
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credit   : credited 
merit   : merited 

ó


toil   : toiled 
select   : selected 

µprefix


dis + solve àdissolve   
dis + satisfy àdissatisfy   
mis + spell àmisspell   
mis + spend àmisspend   
un + natural àunnatural   
un + necessary àunnecessary   
il + legal àillegal   
il + logical àillogical   
im + mobile àimmobile   
im + moral àimmoral   

ó-ness-nn


keen + ness àkeenness   
mean + ness àmeanness   
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ó


full , fill , all , skill , well.. 
l

Careful , fulfil , altogether , skilful , welcome… 
ó-lyl

l
annual + ly àannually   
oral + ly àorally   
successful + ly à successfully   

µiefield
iec

ei
achieve   , believe   , relieve   
Ceiling   , deceive    , receipt   

ó
Seize   , eight   ,  foreign   , height   , 
freight    weight   , neighbour   , their 
  

µs
c

advise   à advice   
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devise   à device   
license   à licence   
practise   à practice   
prophesy   à prophecy   

µqu
quality   , question   , quantity   , 
equation   

µ-ceed
succeed   , exceed   , proceed   

µ
four   à forty   
five   à fifth   
eight   à eighth   , eighteen   
twelve   à twelfth   

µs



analyses analysis 

axes axis 
bases basis 
crises crisis 
oases oasis 
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µ

¤everyday :   
This is my everyday work  


These are his everyday clothes. 

óevery day   
She foes to the hairdresser every day. 


He used to play football every day. 

¤ altogether:   
This is not altogether true. 


It is not altogether bad. 

ó all together:   
His troubles came all together. 


Her friends arrived all together. 

¤ already :    
I have already met him. 
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She has already finished her work. 

óall ready :   
We are all ready to join you. 
 

The letters are all ready for typing. 


¤ everyone:   
Everyone is waiting for you. 


Everyone had gone home. 


óevery one:   
Every one is responsible for his faults. 


I saw every one of them in the meeting. 

¤all right :   
Her health is all right today. 


He will be all right after the operation. 


óalright
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óin factin order
in spite ofin front of


µ


bare  bear  
boarder 

 
border  

brake 
  

break  

cite 


 

sight  

=  site  
complem
ent 

 compli
ment 

 

council  counsel  
course 


 

coarse  

currant 
 

current  
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heal  heel  
hear  here  
knew  new  
peace  piece  
plain  plane  
principal  principl

e 
 

sew  sow 
 

stationary  statione
ry 

 

straight  strait  
there  their  
waist  waste 

 
weak  week  
weather  whether  
weight  wait 

 

ó
ó
1-our / -or
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arbor arbour 
armor armour 

behavior behaviour 
color colour 

endeavor endeavour 
favor favour 

fervor fervour 
glamor glamour 

harbor harbour 
honor honour 

humor humour 
Labor labour 

neighbor neighbour 
odor odour 
parlor parlour 

rancor rancour 
rumor rumour 

savior saviour 
splendor splendour 

vapor vapour 
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vigor vigour 

2-re / -er



center centre 
Fiber fibre 
meter metre 
piaster piastre 
somber sombre 
theater theatre 


3-logue / -log






catalog catalogue 

dialog dialogue 
monolog monologue 
Prolog prologue 


4
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traveler traveller 
counselor counsellor 

jeweler jeweller 



worshiper worshipper 

kidnaper kidnapper 

5-ce / -se



defense defence 
license licence 




offense offence 

pretense pretence 
6



cheek cheque 

gray grey 
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 mustache moustache 
pedlar peddler 
plow plough 
program programme 
pajamas pyjamas 
sulfur sulpher 
tire tyre 

wagon waggon 
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Pronunciation 
µ
1 (vowel letters)(a,e,i,o,u)
2 (consonant letters) 

(b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z). 
µ
 


 

 
 

u(Vowels)


 
see, tae, key   
sit, did, big  
bed, pen, ten  
man, cat, bad  
father, dark, pass  
not, hot, dog  
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port, force, north  
book, put, could  
two, you, blue  
but, cut, cup  
girl, burn, bird  
happen, number, 
after 

 


v(diphthongs)

 
name, play, wait  
go, no, rose  
I , by, high  
cow, out, mouse  
boy, toy, noise  
here, near, dear  
air, chair, there  
poor, your, sure  
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w(consonants)
 

pen, apple, cup  
bed, about, bus  
tree, put, cat  
door, dog, bread  
kill, come, pick  
go, gram, big  
fat, food, off  
very, live, five  
three, thin, tooth  
they, this, the  
sit, lesson, yes  
zero, zinc, dozen  
she, ship, fish  
measure, usual, 
vision 

 

chair, watch, rich  
edge, age, joke  
man, my, come   
name, run, can  
sing, ring, long  
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life, play, full  
red, bread, bring  
we, will, week  
you, yard, yes  
he, house, have  




 u(Vowels) 
1 (i:)(ee)(ea)

meet,bleed,beemeat,
beat,deal,

•  
,filed,machine             even

2 (i)(i)
(sit)(y)(pity)

(y)
lyric
•  

foreign  , coffee   , women   , busy  , 
build  ,climate  , private  , 
marriage  , damage   

3 (e)(e) 
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red, bed, pen, ten, hen, set, bet 
• (ea) 

dead   , lead  , heaven ,   Feather 
  

• (a)menyany


,leopard,friend,said,says
bury

4 (ae)(a)
sat  , bad   , flat  , back  ….. 

• (ai) plait 
5 {a:} (ar)  
   (r)   

hard ,dark,arm
• (a)(f) (s) (th) (n)


,,ratherpass,(staff 

dance
• 

heart,clerk ,laugh , calf 
,aunt  

6(o)
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hot,shop,god,clock
• (a)(w)(u) 

,quality,wasp,wander
quarrel 

•  
becausesausage

•  
cough 

yacht 
 

7   
• (or)sport 
• (oar)board 
• (oa)broad 
• (our)courtcourse

Pour 
• (oor)doorfloor 
• (war), (alk), 

(all) 
warmwalkfall
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• (augh), (ough), (au) 
(aw)lawfaultbought

taught
8 (u) (oo)


bookfoottookwood

• (u) 
, pushfullbull,pull,put 


• (oul) 

(could, should, would) 
•  
wolfwomanbosom
9  (u)

(but)
10  u

but
• (o)

month,money,some
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11 (er)(ir)(ur)


,girl,Personmercy,berth
,circle,bird,burn,burst

church
• (wor) 

word () , work () , world   , worse   
• (ear) 

learn  , heard  , peaol  , earth   
• (our) 

Journal  , journey  , Courteous   
 

12 



number  , honour  , colour   , doctor 

  
v(diphthongs)
1 ei(a)


safe  , same   , face   , flame   
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• (e)
a

•   
wait  , eight   ,great   staight   
day   camaign   grey   

• (et)
 

ballet   bouque   
2 (au)(o)

(so)(go)(e)
(o)

hole   rose   hope   spoke   note 
  

•   
lead   own   slow   soul   though

  
•  

beau   mouve   depot   
3 (ai)(i)(ie)(y)
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child   kind    wild   
die     tie  lie   shy   try

  spy   
• (e) (i)

 
bide   slide   dine   shine 

  
• (igh) 

high   sigh   right   tight   
•  

height   sleight   eye   buy   
4 (au) (ow)(ou)


town  , crowd  , brown   , now   , 
mouse  , sound  loud   , out   

• (ought)
bough   , plough   

5  (oi)(oy)


choice  , coin  , spoil   , joy 
 , destroy  , employ   
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6 
(r)

(ier): pier  , brigadier  , frontier   
(eer): deer  , steer   engineer   
(ere): here  , mere  , severe   
(ear): ear  , hear   clear   

7 (are)
(air)

care  , mare  , share    
air  , chair   , fair   

8 


(oor): poor   , boor   , moor   
(our): tour  , your   , gourd   
(ur): plural  , rural  , sure   

 :(consonants)
1 (p)(p)


pneumonia  , psalm  , psychology   
cupboard  : receipt   

• (m)
(t)(k)  
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empty  , pumpkin   
2 (b) (b)
• (t) 

debt  , doubt  , subtle   
• (m)

 
lamb  , bomb  , thum   ,tomb   

3 [t] [t] 
[th]

thames , thomas , anthony 
• [s] [l] 
wrestle castle whistle 
•  [s] [m] 

christmas 
• [s] [n]  

fasten    listen   , hasten   
•  

ballet   , bouqauet   , depot   
4 [d]

[n]
handsome   , hand kerchief   

5  [k]
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cat   , kit   , Back   , chemist  ) , 
antique   , acquaint    

• [k] [n] 
knee   , kneel   , knife   , knight   , 
knit   , knob   , knock  , know   

6 [g] [g] 


ghost   , guest  , league  , giggle   
• [g] [gn]

gnash   , gnome   
• [g]  [gn] 


sign    , foreign   , veign   

•  [gm] 
diaphragm   

7 [f]
 [f] [ff][pf] 


Phrase  , Photograph  , Philosophy  . 

• (gh) 
laugh  , rough  , cough    
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8 (v) (v)
(of)

910(th)


(th)
(healthy)


weather

11 (s) (s)
(c)

(e)(i)(y)
Price  , centre  , dancing  , city  , 
policy   

• (c)(y, I, e)
(k)

call  , come  , cup  , clever  , 
music   

12 (z)(z)
zinc(s)

is
Use  , refuse  , excuse 
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13 (sh)


show=   
wash=   

• (s) 
sure =  
suger=  

•  
station   
fission   
pension   
conscience   
censure   
social   
ocean   

• (ch)
moustache    
machin   

14 


vision  , measure  , usual  , prestige 
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15º:
(ch)

child   , cheek   chin  , much   
rich   

• (tch) 
satchel  , match  , catch  , fatch   

•  
nature  , question  , righteous   

16º
 (j)(g)

joke  , joy  , gem  , gentle   
• (dge)


fidget  , cudglel  , bridge  , judge   

• (ge)
large  , age  , rage   marriage   

17(m)(m)(mm)


man  , seem  , summer   
18(n)(n)(nn)
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new  , win  , dinner  , manner 
  

• (n)(m)
autumn  , solemn   condemn   hymn 

  
19 (ng)


sing  , king  , long   breing 

 , thing   
• (ng)

g 
finger  , anger  , language  , mingle 

  
•   (nc)(nk)

(nx)
zinc   , pink  , bank   anxious   

20 (l)(l)(ll)
 

lake   blue  , fill  , well   
• (l)(f)(k)

(m)
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halt  , calf   , talk   walk  , yolk 
 , folk  , palm  , almond   

• (l)
(could, should, would) 

21 (r) (r)(rr)


rapid  , bring  , very  , worry  , 
marry   

• (r)


never  , better  , fear  , car    
• 


hard  , morning  , horse  , start 

  
• 

 
library  , drink   , for us   , far easa

  
22 (w) (w)
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• (gu)(qu)(u)(w)


anguish  , question  , conquest   
•  

guard  , guest   conquer  , 
cheque   

• (r)(w)
write  , wring  , wrist    ,wrong 

  
• (s)

answer   , sword   
• (h)

who   whom  , whole   whose   
23 (j) (y)


yes    you  , young   , yet   yell

  
•  (i)

odious  , behaviour  , companion  , 
onion   
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•  
(u)(u: )(uo)

 
(ju): regular  , accusation  , education 

  
(ju:) argue  , tune  , new  , dew

  
(jue): during  , pure  , Europe  , Cure 

  
24 (h) (h)

 
(ch, sh, ph, gh, th)

(h)
heir  , hour  , honour   

•  (ex) 
exhaust  , exhibit  , exhort   

•  (wh)
who  , whom  , whose  , whole   


• s
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1 (z)
 

, l, m, n,(b, d, g, v, 
 
trees (tri:z) 
laws (l: z) 
beds (bedz) 
bags (baegz) 
rooms (ru: mz) 
pays (peiz) 
feeds (fi: dz) 
gives  (givz) 
comes (kamz) 
sells (selz). 
 

• (s) 
(p, t, k, f, θ ) 

caps (keeps) 
hats (haets) 
lakes (leiks) 
roofs (ru: fs)…. 
sleep (sli : ps), sits (sits) 
takes (takes) 
proofs (pru: fs) 

2 (-iz)
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 , ts, ds, z, s, 
dresses (dresiz) 
matches) (maetsiz) 
edges (ed3iz) 
wishes (wisiz) 
rises (raiziz) 
reaches (ri:tsiz)…. 

• (d)(ed)
 

1 (-d)   
l,,m, n  ,z ,  (b, g, v, 
 

hurried (harid 
begged (begd) 
sared (eivd) 
sneezed (sni: zd) 
seemed (si: md) 
gaind (geind) 
faild (field) 

2 (-t)(p, k, 
f, θ ,s,s) 

gaped (geipt), lacked (laekt), laughed (la: ft), missed 
(mist). 

3(-id) (t,d) 
Painted( peintid), added (aeded). 
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• house
 

hous (haus) : houses (hauziz)  
• say

(s) 
say (sei): says (sez) 

• 
 

address  , difficult  , follow  , 
posses,  , possible  , dinner   bitter 

 , summer   
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Punctuation 

µ





uthe full stop
Å


He wins the cup every time. 


Ç

Mr. , Mrs. Dr. , M.A. (=master of Arts) , Co. (company) , 
Ltd. (limited) , U.S.A. (United Ststes of America) , Nov. 
(November) , Fri. (Friday) , e.g. (foe example) …. 

ó
Mr , Dr , Ltd …. 

vthe colon
Å


His life is wonderful: his work is successful , he is healthy 
, and he has a good wife and two pretty children. 
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Ç
He offered her the choice of these presents: a ring , a new 
dress or a bottle of perfume. 




É
He said: 'where is your father?' 


wthe semi-colon;




Her appearance pleased him; it delighted his parents; she 
was really the star of the party. 

;;


Ç
therefore , however , nevertheless , besides , also , 
otherwise…. 

ó
You have done the work well ; therefore I'll pay you well. 

;
èthe comma,
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Å
She bought a hat ,a coat, a dress , and a gold watch. 


Ç 

'Tell me, 'she said , 'how did you know that?' 


É


He explained every thing to her , but she didn't 
understand. 


Ñ
Sami , I hope you can visit us. 


Ö

If I were married , my life would be better. 


Ü
however , of course , for instance …. 

ó
You know , of course , how to go there. 
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á



His father , who lives in Cairo , came yesterday. 


êQuestion mark?
ó

Where are you going? 


ëthe exclamation mark
ó

What a wonderful day! 


íthe dash
Å

I saw Rami – you know , Sami's brother – and told him 
what to do. 

– 
 

There is only one thing wrong with it – it is never correct. 
–

ìquotation marks''
ó
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She shouted: 'What are you doing here?' 


 ¤


îthe apostrophe'
Å

She met Kamal's wife. 


Ç
I've = I have , don't = do not , it's = it is , o'clock = of the 
clock… 

É
There are four s's in the word possessive. 

spossessive
ïbrackets]  [(:  
ó

"There is nothing either good or bad but thinking makes it 
so. [good or bad]" (Shakespeare, Hamlet.) 

µcapitalization
ócapital letter


Å

You are acting against the rules. 
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Ç


Marwan , Cairo , July , Monday , Bairam , Easter , 
Apollo… 

ó
winter , spring , summer , autumn 

ó
east , west , north , south  
the Middle East , the West.... 

É
Arabic , English , Elizabethan …. 

m
God , Koran , Bible … 

n 


The Merchant of Venice , A Tale of Two Cities …. 
Elizabeth the Second , Alfred the Great… 

o
Dear Sir, - Dear Mr, …. 

p
Mr. , Mrs. , Dr. …. 

q
He said: 'She is coming tomorrow.' 
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ó
'she is coming , 'he said ,'order to see you.' 


r

O Wild West Wind , thou breath of Autumn's being. 
If Winter comes , can Spring be far behind? (Shelley) 

sI
óme , 

my , mine …
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The Articles 

uthe definite articlethe
vthe indefinite articlesa , an
uthe
µthe
µ
1

This is the book that I told you about. 


2
The sun rises in the east and sets in the west. 


3
They have a boy and a girl ; the boy is 14 and the girl is 
12. 
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1412
4

 The house with blue door. 


The letter from France. 


The woman in black. 


The road to Lattakia. 


5
Queen Elizabeth the second :  
King Edward the Third:   

6
the planet Mercury :   
the writer Dickens :  
the play 'Hamlet' :   

7


The United kingdom :  
The United States of America :   

8
The West Indies :  
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The Bahamas :  
9

The Nile :  
The Thames :  
The Alps :  
The Andes :  
The Atlantic :  

10 


The Queen Mary :  
The Royal Hotel :   
The Seaside Supermarket :   

11
The ox has been replaced the tractor. 


12
She plays the piano and her brother plays the violin. 


13

He is the tallest boy in his class. 


14
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the rich :  
the poor :  
the French :  
the English :  

15
The harder you work, the more you will be paid. 


The sooner you come, the better. 


µ
1

Life is very hard for some people. 


ó


The life they is very hard. 


2
Butter is made of milk. 


3
He is going to the seaside in summer. 
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4
Books are his best friends. 
 

ó
The books that are on the table are mine. 


5

Come to dinner with me. 


ó
Are you coming to the dinner that we are having tonight? 


6

She went to Rome last week. 


7
He is reading a book about the life of president 
Washington. 


8

She speaks English and French. 


9
in face of danger :   
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beyond reach of them :  
under cover of darkness :  
in case of fire :  
shake hands with…. :   
to stay at home :  

ua , an
a , ana

an
h 

h
a boy , a man , a day … 
an apple , an aeroplane … 
an hour , an honest man … 
an hotel , an historical novel … 

µa , an
1

I have a spoon, please pass me a knife. 


2
He drives his car at 160 kilometres an hour. 

160
She earns ten thousand pounds a month. 
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3
He wants to be an engineer. 


óturn
He worked in a company till he turned writer. 


4
A Mr. Sameer called to see you yesterday. 


5what


What a pretty girl! 


6
it's a pity that … :  
all of a sudden … :  
it's a shame to …. :  
to be in a hurry …. :  
to have a cold /a pain/ a headache :   

ó
to have toothache /influenza :   

7
such a … , quite a …. , many a …. , rather a ….  
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From Sentence to Essay 

µ



óthe sentence
µ

subjectverb
 I speak.  
µobject

He enjoys working in his garden. 


µ
indirect object

direct 
object

He bought her all the cards. 


µ
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He bought all the cards to her. 


µ
Å

The boy saw the accident. 


Ç
He saw the accident. 


É
The boy saw it. 


m
He saw it. 


µ
uthe simple sentence

subjectpredicate


He       is    eager for success. 
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vthe compound sentence



and , but , yes , so , both … and ., either … or… , neither 
… nor …. , not only … but , as , because , now that , 
since …. 


We were coming to visit you , but it rained. 


wthe complex sentence


main clause
 (subordinate 

clause)


(who . which , whom , whose) 
Are you the man whose house is burning? 


ó 
µ


u
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v 


waffirmative


x
y



û
Å


Ç


É
ms


Ö





Ü
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óthe paragraph
µ




uthe introduction


vdevelopment

 


wthe conclusion



µ
Ånarrative composition





Çdescriptive composition
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 û
u





v



w


x32


ydon't , haven't …

do not , have not …
z
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{


óthe essay
 û


µ




µ




µ





µ
uthe narrative essay
µ
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µ
Åbefore the event
Çthe event
Éafter the event
µ





vthe descriptive essay








µ
Åthe introduction
Çthe development
Éthe conclusion
µ


óletter – writing
µ
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Åthe lay-out


Çthe heading



1the indented style

1  
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  

24 Damascus st,. 
 Homes, 
   Syria. 
     January 15th , 1995 

2 the block style
24 Damascus st,. 
Homes, 
Syria. 
January 15th , 1995 

û
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Rd. = Road , St. = Street , Sq. = Square , Ave. = Avenue 
…. 


15th JanuaryJanuary 15th 


  

Jan = January Jul = July 
Feb = February Aug = August 
Mar = March Sep = September 
Apr = April Oct = October  
May = May Nov = November 
Jun = June Dec = December 




Éthe margin3
2
Ñthe salutation

Dear..

Öthe body
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Üthe subscription
Yours …
áthe signature


àthe postscript
p.s.postscript
µ
Åthe personal letter

Dear Sami,Dear friend

Dear uncle Farid,Dear Aunt Salwa,
Dear Mr. Salem,

 

óthe introduction


óthe purpose




óthe conclusion
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 the subscription


Yours sincerelyYours
sincerely
the signature


Çthe business letter





the heading


Mr…. / Mrs… / Miss…

 the block 
style

the salutationDear Mr…,
Dear sir,

Dear Sirs,Dear MadamGentlemen
the body
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óthe refrence



ó Thank you for your letter of May 25th …. 
ó I read your advertisement in… and I want to…. 
ó I learned from … that you … 

óthe information


óthe purpose





óthe conclusion


ó I shall be glad to hear from you soon. 
ó I look forward to receiving more information from you 
very soon. 

the subscription
Dear sir,Madam / sirs/

Your faithfully
Dear TomYour 

sincerely
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the signature



û





Å
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Common Mistakes 

ó


u


ó My age is twenty years.   
µI am twenty years old.   

ó It is seven and half.   
µIt is half past seven.   

ó This book is to me.   
µThis book is mine.    

ó The right is with you.   
µYou are right.   

ó Your book is with me.   
µ I have your book.   

ó I walked until the tree.   
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µI walked as far as the tree.   


µuntil
ó I opened the radio.   
µI turned on the radio.   


ó I closed the radio.    
µI turned off the radio.   


ó She sees herself very much.   
µShe is very proud.   

ó She was making herself ill.   
µShe was pretending to be ill.   

óHis father shouted on him.   
µHis father scolded him.   
 
óI took permission.   
µI got permission.   

óShe visited him from three days.  ) 
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µShe visited him three days ago.   

óHow do you see our city?   
µHow do you like our city?   

óShe was happy from him.   
µShe was pleased with him.   

óLet us go from here.   
µLet us go this way.   

óHe went to cut his hair.   
µHe went to have his hair cut.   


óI saw her onetime or two times.   
µI saw her once or twice.   
 
óTake care from that man.   
µBe careful of that man.   

óI went a walk.   
µI went on a walk.   
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óShe waited him a long time.   
µShe waited for him a long time.   

óHe is knocking the door.   
µHe is knocking at the door.   

óHe is sitting on the table.   
µHe is sitting at the table.   

óLook to that picture.   
µLook at that picture.   

óI am angry from him.   
µI am angry with him.   

óShe is afraid from the dog.   
µShe is afraid of the dog.   

óHe threw a stone on the cat.   
µHe threw a stone at the cat.   
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óShe was laughing on him.   
µShe was laughing at him.   


óShe reached to school before him.   
µShe reached school before him.   

óThey entered to the room.   
µThey entered the room.   

óWe visited him in the next day.   
µWe visited him the next day.   
 
óHe finished from his work.   
µHe finished his work.   


ç
µ


Å

agreeû
acceptó

skinû 
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leatheró
fetchû 
bringó

look foró 
leaveû
let goó

to fishû
to huntó

weatherû
climateó
besideû
besidesó

discoverû
inventó
makeû

doó
hearû
listenó

streetû
roadó

customerû
clientó
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beautiful, prettyû
good looking, handsomeó

houseû
homeó

customû
habitó
wellû
goodó

centreû
middleó

bookshopû
libraryó
watchû

clockó
floorû

groundó
ceilingû

roofó
armû
handó
legû
footó
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fingers û
toesó

soundû
voiceó

smallû
youngó

bigû
oldó

tallû
longó

stationû
stopó

parentsû
relativesó

betweenû
amongó
studyû
learnó

strangerû
foreigneró

winû
beató
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lie downû
go to sleepó

sinkû
drownó
stealû

robó
to steal a carû

to rob a caró
Ç 

canalû 
channeló

 
speciallyû 
especiallyó 

affectû
effectó 

councilû 
counseló

stationeryû
stationaryó 

moraleû
moraló
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suitû 
suiteó  

ingeniousû 
ingenuousó 

humanû
humaneó 

lieû
  : layó

sitû 
seató 
riseû
raiseó
loseû 
looseó

interestedû 
interestingó 

laterû
latteró 


é
µ
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throwû
throw awayó

cheerû
cheer upó 

cutû
cut offó 

pickû
pick upó 


µ

 
 

absorbed in his work :   
accused of stealing  :  
accustomed to hot weather :   
afraid of dogs :  
agree with him :  
aim at the bird :  
angry at the weather :  
angry with his friend :  
anxious about his health :  
apparent to him :  
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argue with her :  
arrive at the village :  
arrive at the city :  
ashamed of his conduct :  
astonished at that  :  
believe in God :  
benefit by his position :  
boast of/ about his riches :  
careful of his health :  
come by train :  
comment on that :  
complain of the heat :  
composed of three elements :  
confidence in others   
conform to the rules :  
congratulation on success :   
consists of two parts :  
covered with snow :  
cure of illness :  
depend on himself :  
deprived of money :  
different from his brother :   
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disappointed in his work :  
divided into parts :  
doubt of his ability :   
dressed in black :  
engaged in something :  
engaged to someone  :  
exception to the rule :  
fail in grammar :  
feed on something :  
full of water :  
get rid of her :  
good at languages : 
guard against errors :  
guilty of murder :  
incapable of walking :  
independent of his family :  
insist on his opinion :  
interested in his work :  
jealous of her sister :   
live on his salary :  
look after her child :  
look at this picture :  
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look for something :  
married to someone :  
opposite to his opinion :   
pleased with her :  
prefer tea to coffee :  
proud of his son :  
repent of lying :  
satisfied with his marks   
similar to his idea :  
succeed in his work :  
sure of her honesty :  
surprised at her words :  
tired of his stupidity :  
translate into English :  
write in ink :   

è
µ 

 
She makes her homework at night.   
She does her homework at night.   


You always do mistakes in spelling.   
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You always make mistakes in spelling.   


He is going to make an examination.   
He is going to take an examination.   


He studies hardly.   
He studies hard.   


She has a golden watch.   
She has a gold watch.   


This day is too hot.   
This day is very hot.   


She is coming tomorrow.  – I don’t think.   
She is coming tomorrow.  – I don’t think so.   


û


µ
Åtoo 

This day is too hot to walk. 
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He is too lazy to work. 


 
Çworth

My pen worth 10 pounds.   


My pen is worth 10 pounds.   
Ébearbornborne


He was born in 1960. 

1960 
She has born tow children. 


Ñcountry


He likes to live in the country. 


Chile is country in South America. 


ê
µ 

I asked him where is his brother.   
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I asked him where his brother is.   
 

I should have not gone.   
I should not have gone.   


She told him to not come.   
She told him not to come.   


I and my brother were there.   
My brother and I were there.   
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1
1.Irregular Verbs 

 
A 


   

abide* 


 abode abode 

arise  arose arisen 

awake* 


 awoke awoken 

 
B 

be (am , is are)  was , were been 
Bear  bore borne 

Beat 


 beat beaten 

become  became become 
befall  befell befallen 
beget  begot begotten 
begin  began begun 
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behold 


 beheld beheld 

bend 


 bent bent 

beseech 


 besought besought 

beset 


 beset beset 

bet*  bet bet 

betake 
 
  betook betaken 

bethink 


 bethought bethought 

bid 


 bade , bid bade , bid , 
bidden 

bide* 


 bode bide 

bind 


 bound bound 

bite 


 bit bitten 

bleed  bled bled 
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Bless*  blest blest 

Blow 


 blew blown 

break 


 broke broken 

breed 


 bred bred 

bring  brought brought 

broadcast 


 broadcast broadcast 

build  built built 

burn* 


 burnt burnt 

burst 


 burst burst 

buy  bought bought 
 
C 
can  could could
cast  cast cast
catch  caught caught
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chide  Chid chid , chidden
choose  chose chosen
cleave  cleft , clove cleft , cloven

cling 


 clung clung

come  came come
cost  cost cost 
creep  crept crept
cut  cut cut 
 
D 
deal  dealt dealt 
dig  dug dug 
do  did done 
draw  drew drawn 
dream*  dreamt dreamt 
drink  drank drunk 
drive  drove driven 
dwell  dwelt dwelt 
 
E 
Eat  ate eaten 
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F 

fall 


 fell fallen

feed  fed fed
feel  felt felt
fight  fought fought
find  found found
flee  fled fled
fling  flung flung
fly  flew flown

forbid 


 forbade forbidden

foreknow  foreknew fo
foresee  foresaw foreseen

foretell 


 foretold foretold

forget  forgot forgotten

forgive 


 forgave forgiven

forsake 


 forsook forsaken
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freeze  froze frozen
 
G 
get  got got 
give  gave given
go  went gone
grind  ground ground
grow  grew grown
 
H 
hang  hung hung
have  had had
hear  heard heard
hide  hid hid, hidden
hit  hit hit 
hold  held held

hurt 


 hurt hurt

 
I 

Inlay 


 inlaid inlaid
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K 
keep  kept kept
kneel  knelt knelt

knit 


 knit knit

know  knew known
 
L 
lay  laid 

lead 


 led 

lean* 


 leant 

leap*  leapt 
learn*  learnt 
leave  left 
lend  lent 
let  let 
lie  lay 
light  lit 
lose  lost 
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M 

make 


 made made

may  might might
mean  meant meant
meet  met met 

mislay 


 mislaid mislaid

mislead 


 misled misled

misspell*  misspelt misspelt
misspend  misspent misspent
mistake  mistook mistaken
misunderstand  misunderstood misunderstood
mow*  mowed mown
 
O 

outdo 

 outdid outdone 

overbear  overborne overborne 
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overcast  overcast overcast 

overcome 


 overcame overcome 

overdo  overdid overdid 

overfeed 


 overfed overfed 

overrun 


 overran overrun 

oversee 


 oversaw overseen 

oversleep  overslept overslept 

overtake 




overtook overtaken 

overthrow 

 overthrew overthrown 

 
P 

partake 


 partook partaken 

pay  paid paid 
put  put put 
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Q 

quit* 

 quit quit 

 
R 
read  read read 
rebuild  rebuilt rebuilt 

redo 


 redid redone 

relay  relaid relaid 
remake  remade remade 

rend 

 rent rent 

repay 


 repaid repaid 

retell 


 retold retold 

rewrite  rewrote rewritten 

rid* 


 rid rid 

ride  rode ridden 
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ring  rang rung 

rise 


 rose risen 

run 


 ran run 

 
S 

saw 


 sawed sawn 

say  said said 
see  saw seen 
seek  sought sought 

sell 


 sold sold 

send  sent sent 

set 



 

set set 

sew*  sewed sewn 

shake 


 shook shaken 

shall  should should 
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shed 


 shed shed 

shine* 


 shone shone 

shoot  shot shot 
show*  showed shown 
shrink  shrank shrunk 
shut  shut shut 

sing 


 sang sung 

sink 


 sank sunk 

sit  sat sat 
slay  slew slain 
sleep  slept slept 
slide  slid slid 

slit 


 slit slit 

smell*  smelt smelt 
smite  smote smitten 
sow  sowed sown 
speak  spoke spoken 
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speed*  sped sped 
spell*  spelt spelt 

spend 


 spent spent 

spin 


 span, spun spun 

spit  spat spat 
split  split split 

spoil* 


 spoilt spoilt 

spread 


 spread spread 

spring 
 

 sprang sprung 

stand 


 stood stood 

steal  stole stolen 
stick  stuck stuck 

sting 


 stung stung 

stink 


 stank stunk 
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stride 


 strode stridden 

strike  struck struck 
strive*  strove striven 
swear  swore sworn 

sweep 


 swept swept 

swell 


 swelled swollen 

swim  swam swum 

swing 


 swung swung 

 
T 

take 


 took taken 

teach  taught taught 

tear 


 tore torn 

tell 


 told told 

think  thought thought 
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thrive* 


 throve thriven 

throw 


 threw thrown 

thrust 

 

 
thrust thrust 

tread 


 trod trodden 

 
U 

undergo 



 
underwent undergone 

understand  understood understood 
undertake  undertook undertaken 

upset 

 upset upset 

 
W 
wake   woke woken 
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waylay 


 waylaid waylaid 

wear 


 wore worn 

weave  wove woven 

wed* 





 

wed wed 

weep  wept wept 

wet* 


 wet wet 

will  would would 

win 


 won won 

wind 



 
wound wound 

withdraw 


 withdrew withdrawn 

withhold  withheld withheld 
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withstand 


 withstood withstood 

wring 


 wrung wrung 

write 


  wrote written 

  
2

2. Opposites 
A 
abandon  join, retain  
able  unable  

above 


 
below, under  

abroad  secretly  
absent  present  
accept  refuse  
active  lazy  
admit  deny  
advantage  disadvantage  
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afraid  bold  

agree  disagree, 
refuse 

 

allow  forbid  
alone  together  

always  never, 
sometimes 

 

ancient  new, recent  
angle  devil  
angry  happy  

answer 
  
 question, ask 


 

appear  disappear  
arrive  leave  
ascend  descent  
ask  answer  
asleep  awake  
awake  asleep  

 
B 
backward  forward 
bad  good  
bare  dressed  
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base  top  
beautiful  ugly  
beauty  ugliness  

before  later, 
afterwards 

 

begin  finish  

behind 

 in front of  

best  worse  
better  worse  
big  small, little  
birth  death  
bitter  sweet  
black  white  

blind  sighted, 
seeing 

 

bold  afraid  
borrow  lend  
bottom  top  
boy  girl  
brave  coward  
brother  sister  
buy  sell  
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C 
calm  stormy  
careful  careless  
careless  careful  
centre  edge  

certain  doubtful, 
uncertain 

 

change  remain  
cheap  expensive  
cheerful  sad  
child  adult  
clean  dirty  
clever  stupid  
climb  go down  
close  open  

cloudy  sunny, 
cloudless 

 

cold  hot  
come  go  
comfortable  uncomfortable  
complete  incomplete  
conceal  reveal  
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content  discontent  
continue  stop  
cool  warm  

correct  incorrect, 
wrong 

 

courage  fear, weakness 


 

cover  uncover 


 
coward  hero  
cruelty  kindness  
cry  laugh  
curious   indifferent  

 
D 
danger  safety  
dangerous  safe  
dark  light  
dawn  sunset  
dead  alive  
death  life  
decrease  increase 
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deep  shallow  
defend  attack  
definite  indefinite  
deny  admit  
depart  arrive  
despair  hope  
different  similar, alike  
difficult  easy, simple  
dim  bright  
direct  indirect  
dirty  Clean , pure  
disadvantage  advantage  
disagree  agree  
disappear  appear  
dishonest  honest  

disobey 


 obey 


 
disorder  order  
distant  near, close  
distrust  trust  
divide  gather, unite 
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divorce  marriage  

doubt  trust, believe 


 
down  up  
dress  undress  
dry  wet  

 
E 
early  late  
earthly  heavenly  
easy  difficult  

edge  middle, 
centre 

 

empty 


 full, fill  

end  binging, 
start 

 

enemy  friend  
enter  leave  
entrance  exit  

especially 


 generally 
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eternal  temporary  
ever  never  
evil  moral  
exciting  boring  

exclude  include 


 
exist  entrance  
expensive  cheap  
export  import  
exterior  interior  
external  internal  
extraordinary  ordinary  
 
F 
facility  difficulty  
fail  succeed  
failure  success  
faint  strong, loud  
fair  unfair  

fall  rise 


 
false  true  
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famed  unknown 


 

famous  unknown 


 
far  close, near  

fast  slow 


 
fat  thin  
fearful  fearless  
feeble  strong  
female  male  
fill  empty  
final  first  
fine  poor  
finish  begin, start  

float  sink 


 
follow  lead  
foolish   sensible  

forbid  let, allow, 
permit 


 

foreign  familiar  
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forget  remember  
forgive  blame  
former  present  
fortunate  unfortunate  
forward  backward  

frank  tricky 
 

  
free  enslave  
freedom  slavery  
fresh  old, date  
friend  enemy  
front  back, rear  
fruitful  fruitless  
full  empty  

funny 


  serious, sad  

future  past  
 
G 
gain  lose  
gay   sad  
generally  especially  
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gentle  rough  
giant  midget  
girl  boy  
give  take  
glad   sad  
go  come  
good  bad, evil, ill  
good-
looking 

 ugly  

graceful  awkward  
gradual  sudden  
grateful  ungrateful  
great  small, minor  

grow 


 
shrink, 
decrease 


 

gust  host  
guide  follower  
guilty  innocent  
gulf  cape  

 
H 
handsome  ugly  
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happy   sad  

hard  soft, easy 


 
harmful  harmless  
hasty  slow  
hate  like, love  

healthy  unhealthy, ill, 
sick 

 

heat  coolness, 
coldness 

 

heaven  hell  
heavy  light  
helpful  useless  
helpless  strong  

heroism 


 cowardice  

hide  show  
high  low  
hollow  full  
honest  dishonest  
hope  despair  
hopeful  hopeless  
horizon  vertical  
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hot  cold  
huge  small  
humane  cruel  
humorous  serious  
hungry  sated  
 
I 
idle  active  

ignorant  educated, 
learned 

 

ill  healthy 
illegal  legal  

imaginary  real, actual 


 
impatient  patient  
impolite  polite  
important  unimportant  

impossible 


 possible  

improbable  probable  

include 


 exclude  
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incomplete  complete  
incorrect  correct  

increase 


 decrease 


 
indefinite  definite  
independent  dependent  
innocent  guilty  
insane   sane  
inside  outside  
intelligent  dumb, stupid   
interesting  boring  
interior  exterior  
internal  external  

international  national 


 
irregular  regular  
 
J 

join  separate, 
divide 


 

jolly 


  sad  
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joy 


  sadness  

just  unjust 
 
K 
kind  cruel, 

hardhearted 
 

king  queen  
known  unknown 
 
L 
large  small, little  
last  first  
late  early  
laugh  cry  
lazy  active  

lead 


 follow  

leader  follower  
learned  ignorant  
least  most  
leave  arrive, come  
legal  illegal  
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lend  borrow  

light 


 dark 


 
light  heavy  
like  hate  
like  different  
literate  illiterate  

little  large, big, long 


 
live  dead, die  
long  short  
lose  find, discover  
love  hate  
luck  misfortunate  
lucky  unlucky  

 
M 
mad  sane  
main  secondary  

major 


 minor 


 
male  female  
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man  woman  
many  few  
marriage  divorce  
masculine  feminine  
master  servant  
maximum  minimum  

melt 


 freeze  

mercy  cruelty  

middle  end, 
beginning 

 

mister  generous  
moral  immoral  
more  less, fewer  

 
N 
narrow  wide 
national  international 
near  far 
necessary  unnecessary 
new  old 
night  day 
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noisy  quiet 
 
O 

obey  disobey 


 
object  agree 
often  Rarely, seldom  
old  young, new  
open  close  
opposite  same, similar  
ordinary  extraordinary  
organic  inorganic  
outside  inside  

overcome 



 
yield  

 
P 
pale  bright  
part  whole  
past  future  
patient  impatient  
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Permit 


 forbid 


 

personal  general, 
public 

 

pity  cruelty  
pleasant  nasty  
pleasure  pain  
polite  impolite, rude  
poor  rich  
positive  negative  
possible  impossible  

poverty  wealth, 
richness 

 

powerful  weak, 
powerless 

 

precede  succeed  
Presence  absence  
pretty  ugly  
primary  secondary  

private 


 general  

probable  improbable  
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Q 

question 


 answer 
  

 
quick  slow  
quiet   noisy  

 
R 
rapid  slow  
rare  common  

rational 


 irrational 


 
real  false  
rear  front  
reasonable  unreasonable  
refuse  accept  
regular  irregular  
remember  forget  
resist  yield  
responsible  irresponsible  
restful  restless  
result  cause  
rich  poor  
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right 


 wrong 


 
right  left  

ripe 


 immature  

rough  smooth  
rude  polite  
rural  urban  

 
S 
sad  happy   
sane  insane  

satisfactory   unsatisfactory 


 
secondary  primary  
secret  public  
sensible  foolish   
shallow  deep  
sharp  blunt  
short  long, tall  

shrink  swell 
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shut  open  
sick  healthy  
silent  noisy  
similar  different  
similarity  difference  
simple  difficult  
singular  plural  
sleep  wake  
slow  fast  
small  large, big  
smooth  rough  
soft  hard  
sometimes  always  
sour  sweet  
special  common  

spend  save 


 

start 


 finish  

strange  normal, usual  
strong  weak  
stupid   intelligent  
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succeed  fail  
success  failure  
sweet  sour, bitter  
 
T 
take  give  
tall  short  
tame  wild  
temporary  eternal  
tender  tough  
thick  thin  
tidy  untidy  
tight  loose  
tired  relieved  

top 


 
bottom , 
base 

 

tough  weak  
tragic  comic  
true  false  

 
U 

ugly  beautiful, pretty  
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under  above, over 

unite 


 divide, separate 

useful  useless 
 
V 
valuable  worthless  
very  little  
vice  virtue  
visible  invisible  
 
W 
wake  sleep  
war  peace  
warm  cool  
weak  strong  
wealthy  poor  
wet  dry  
whole  part  
wide  narrow  
wild  tame  
win  lose  
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wise  foolish   

wrong 


 right 


 
 
Y 
young  old  
 

3
3. Derivations  


  


absorb  absorption  
accuse  accusation  
admire  admiration  
adopt  adoption  
affect  affection  
agree  agreement 
alternate  alternation  
annoy  annoyance  
appear  appearance 
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appoint  appointment  
approve  approval  
argue  argument  
arrange  arrangement  
arrive  arrival  
assist  assistance  
assure  assurance  
astonish  astonishment  
attract 

 
attraction  

behave  behavior  
betray   betrayal   
bewilder 

 
bewilderment  

breathe  breath  
bury  burial  
calculate  calculation  
capture 

 
captive  

carry 
 

carriage  

choose  choice  
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civilize 
 

civilization  

coincide  coincidence  
collect  collection  
communicate 

 
communication 

 
compare  comparison  
compel  compelled  
conclude 

 
conclusion  

conduct  conduction  
confuse  confusion  
contribute  contribution  
converse  conversation  
cultivate  cultivation   
decide  decision  
defy 

 
defiance  

deny 
 

denial 
 

depart  departure  
descend  descent  
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detect  detective  
determine  determination  
differ  difference  
direct  direction  
disappear  disappearance  
disappoint 


disappointment  

discover  discovery  
disobey  disobedience  
distinguish  distinction  
distribute  distribution  
divide  divisions  
donate  donation  
drive  driver   
educate  education  
effect 

 
effect 

 
employ  employment  
endure 

 
endurance  

engage 
 

engagement 
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enjoy  enjoyment  
enter  entrance 

 
entertain  entertainment  
establish 

 
establishment 

 
examine  examination  
except  exception  
excite  excitement  
exhibit  exhibition  
exist  existence  
expand  expansion  
expect 

 
expectation  

explain  explanation  
explode  explosion  
explore  exploration  
expose  exposition  
express  expression  
extend  extension  
fail  failure  
fly  flight  
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forge  forger  
forgive 

 
forgiveness   

give  giver  
govern  government  
grieve  grief  
hate  hatred  
heal 

 
health  

hesitate 
 

hesitation 
 

imagine  imagination 
 

impress 
 

impression 
 

improve  improvement  
inform 

 
information  

inhabit 
 

inhabitant  

inhale  inhalation   
injure  injury  
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instruct  instruction  
introduce 

 
introduction 

 
invent  invention  
invite 

 
invitation  

judge  judgment 
 

know 
 

knowledge  

laugh  laughter  
lodge  lodger  
lose  loss  
manage  


 

management 
 

marry 


 

marriage  

measure  measurement  
migrate  migration  
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mix  mixture  
move  movement  
murder  murderer  
observe 

 
observation  

occupy  occupation  
oppose 

 
opposition  

oscillate  oscillation  
pave  pavement  
penetrate  penetration  
permit  permission  
photograph  photographer  
plead  pleasure  
please   pleasure   
posses  possession  
pray  prayer  
prepare  preparation  
preserve  preservation  
press 


 

pressure  
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prevent  prevention  
proclaim  proclamation  
produce  production  
propose  proposal  
protect  protection  
pursue  pursuit  
quarrel  quarrelsome  
radiate  radiation  
react  reaction  
realize  realization  
receive  recepient  
recognize  recognition  
recollect  recollection  
recommend 

 
recommendation  

reduce  reduction  
reflect  reflection  
refuse  refusal  
relieve  relief  
remember  remembrance 

 
resemble  resemblance 
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resist 

 
resistance  

restrain  restraint  
retire 


 

retirement 
 

reveal  revelation  
revere  reverence 

 
revise  revision  
see  sight  
select  selection  
separate  separation  
serve  servant  
settle  settlement  
shut  shutter  
solve 

 
solution 

 
starve 

 
starvation  

succeed  success 
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suggest  suggestion  
suppose  supposition  
tend  tendency  
think  thinker  
transfuse 

 
transfusion  

travel  traveller 
 

treat  treatment  
try 


 

trial 
 

vary 
 

variety  

vex  vexation  
vibrate  

 
vibration 

 
wed 




wedding 
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will  willing  
win  winner  
wreck 

 
wreckage 

 
 




 

 
able  ability  
artificial  artificiality  
attentive  attentiveness 

 
awkward  awkwardness  
biological  biology  
blind  blindness  
brave  bravery  
busy  business  
central  centre  
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chilly  chill  
conscious  consciousness  
complex  complexity  
cruel  cruelty  
curious   curiosity   
difficult  difficulty  
distant  distance  
eager  eagerness  
empty  emptiness  
equal  equality  
familiar  familiarity  
generous  generosity  
gentle 

 
gentleness 

 
high  height  
hot  heat  
ill  illness 

 
immense  immensity  
impatient  impatiently  
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impossible  impossibility  
indifferent  indifference  
just  justice  
legal  legality 

 
long  length 

 
magnetic  magnetism 

 
moist  moisture  
neighbour  neighbourhood  
peculiar  peculiarity  
possible  possibility  
radioactive 

 
radioactivity 

 
rapid  rapidity  
regular 

 
regularity  

responsible  responsibility  
sacred  sacredness  
safe  safety  
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serious  seriousness  
splendid  splendour  
strange  stranger  
stupid   stupidity  
sudden  suddenness  
swift  swiftness  
thick  thickness  
true  truth 

 
victorious  victory  
violent  violence  
visible  visibility  
wise  wisdom  
wonderful  wonder  
 

2 



ability  able 
activity  active  
anger  angry  
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Antarctica 
 

Antarctic 


 
anxiety  anxious  
atom  atomic  
automation 


 

automatic 
 

axis  axial  
beauty  beautiful  
brilliance  brilliant  
brown  brownish  
brute  brutish  
business  busy  
centre  central 

 
cheer  cheerful  
chemistry  chemical  
chill  chilly  
coincidence  coincident  
colour  colourful  
comfort  comfortable  
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companion  companionable  
compassion  compassionate  
conception  conceptual  
continent  continental  
convenience  convenient  
courage  courageous  
danger  dangerous  
delight  delightful  
depth  deep  
disaster  disastrous 

 
drama  dramatic  
earth  earthly  
ease  easy  
effect  effective  
efficiency 

 
efficient 

 
electricity  electric  
enthusiasm  enthusiastic  
eternity  eternal  
evidence  evident  
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evolution  evolutionary 
 

expense 
 

expensive  

explosion  explosive  
faith  faithful  
fashion  fashionable  
fear  fearful  
flower  flowery 

 
fortune  fortunate  
friend  friendly  
fright  Frightful  
giant  gigantic  
greed  greedy  
haste  hasty  
history  historical  
home  homeless  
honour  honourable 

 
horror  horrible  
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hunger  hungry  
instinct 

 
instinctive  

intellect  intellectual  
intensity  intense  
joy 

 
joyful  

king  kingly  
law  lawful  
machine  mechanical  
magic  magical  
majority  major  
mentality  mental  
misery  miserable  
monotony  monotonous  
mountain  mountainous  
music  musical  
mystery  mysterious  
nature  natural  
necessity  necessary  
origin  original  
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passion  passionate  
patience  patient  
peace   peaceful   
pebble  pebbly  
perfection  perfect  
period  periodical  
plenty  plentiful  
poison  poisonous 

 
pole  polar  
power  powerful  
practice  practical  
pride  proud  
proportion  proportional 

 
psychology  psychological 

 
reason  reasonable  
repulsion  repulsive  
revolution  revolutionary  
rock  rocky 
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science  scientific  
self  selfish  
shade  shady 

 
similarity 

 
similar  

society  social  
solitude  solitary  
sorrow  sorry  
spirit  spiritual  
star  starry 


 

success 
 

successful 
 

sun  solar  
sun  sunny  
sympathy  sympathetic  
system  systematic  
terror 

 
terrorist  
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thirst  thirsty  
trouble 

 
troublesome 

 
truth  truthful  
universe  universal 

 
urgency  urgent  
value  valuable  
variety  various  
violence  violent  
vision  visible  
volcano  volcanic  
warmth  warm  
wealth  wealthy 

 
weight  weighty  
width  wide  
wonder  Wonderful  
youth  youthful  
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act  actual  
appear  apparent  
attract  attractive  
care  careful  
centre 

 
central 

 
cheer  cheerless  
compare  comparable  
consist  consistent  
cost 

 
costly  

detect  detective  
disgrace  disgraceful  
doubt  doubtful  
excel  excellent  
extinguish 

 
extinct  

fill  full  
forget  forgetful 
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help  helpful  
intend  intended  
live  lively  
photograph  photographic 

 
please   pleasant   
practice 

 
practical  

prove  provable  
rapture   rapturous  
regard  regardless  
separate 

 
separate  

thank  thankful  
trust  trustworthy  
vary 

 
various  

wonder  wonderful  
 

3
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enable able 




brighten bright 

broaden broad 
Darken dark 
deepen deep 
Excel excellent 

Fasten fast 
Flatten flat 




heighten high 

Loosen loose 
modernize modern 



moisten moist 

Purify pure 
quicken quick 
sadden sad 
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shorten short 
Silence silent 
simplify simple 




specialize special 

strengthen strong 



Suit suitable 

Tighten tight 
Terrify terrible 
visualize visual 




Widen wide 

                                    
  

 
apology 


apologize 


courage  encourage 
dinner  dine 
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economy  economize 
flame  enflame 


force  enforce 


fright  frighten 
furniture  furnish 
half  halve 
height  heighten 
horror 


horrify 


identity 


identify 


joy  enjoy 
length  lengthen 
mystery 


mystify 

philosophy  philosophize 
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speech  speak 
sympathy  sympathize 
threat  threaten 
unity  unite 




4

4.Abbreviations 





 
ABC American Broadcasting 

Company 


a/c Account 
AD after the birth of Christ 
am Before noon 
asap as soon as possible 
Av Avenue 
BA Bachelor of Arts 
BBC British Broadcasting 
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Corporation 
BC before Christ 
BSe Bachelor of Science 
C Centigrade 
ca about, approximately 
cc cubic centimeter  3
CD Diplomatic service 
cert Certificate 
cf Compare with 
CIA Central Intelligence 

Agency 



Co Company 
c/o care of; at the address of 


dbl Double 
dept Department 
diff difference, different 
Dip Diploma 
doz Dozen 
DSc Doctor of science 
ed editor, edition 
eg for example 
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Esq Esquire 
et al and others 
etc and all the rest 
et seq and the following 
ext exterior; external 
F Fahrenheit 
f foot, feet, female 
FAO Food and Agriculture 

Organization 



FBI Federal Bureau of 

Investigation 



ff following 
GATT General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade 



GMT Greenwich Mean Time 
h hour 
hp horsepower (of engines) 
ibid in the same place 
ie that is 
ILO International Labour 

Organization 


IMF International Monetary 
Fund 
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kg kilogram 
km kilometre  
kph kilometres per hour 
Ib pound (= 454 grams) 454
LLB Bachelor of Laws 
loc cit in the place mentioned 
Ltd Limited 
m metre; male; mile; 

million 


MA Master of Art 
MB Bachelor of Medicine 


MD Doctor of Medicine 
misc miscellaneous 
MP 1- Member of 

Parliament 
2- Military Police 

1
2

mph miles per hour 
MSc Master of Science 
NASA National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration 


NATO North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization 
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no number 
ob died 
op cit In the work mentioned 
OPEC Organization of 

Petroleum Exporting 
Countries 




opp opposite 
oz ounce (= 28.35 grams) 28.35
p page 
PhD Doctor of Philosophy 
pm after noon 
POBox Post Office Box 
PR Public Relation 
Prof Professor 
PS postscript 
qv referred to at another 

place 



RD Road 
ref Reference 
Resp Respectively 
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Rpm revolutions per minute 
Sec section; second 
Sq Square 
St Street 
tel telephone 
trans translated; translator 


TV television 
UAE United Arab Emirates 


UHF ultra high frequency 


UK United Kingdom 


UN United Nations 
UNESCO United Nations 

Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural 
Organization 






UNICEF United Nations 

Children's Fund  
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UNRAW United Nations Relief 
and Works Agency 




USA United States of America 


VAT Value Added tax 
VHF very high frequency 
VIP very important person 
viz namely 
VS Veterinary Surgeon 
wc toilet 
WHO Wealth Health 

Organization 



wpm words per minute 
yr year 
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